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ABSTRACT

This paper considers Karl Barth's perspective of the political
and social issues of his time as an expression of the extention of
his theological thought to his social responsibility. First, I
consid,er the issue that \^Ias central for all Europeans in the
níneteen-thirties-- the "Third Reich." Barth understood this
phenomenon as a theological anomaly. His belief that the source of
the Nazis' evil was religious compelled him too denounce them. They
competed with the Church, and almost succeeded in replacing it with
a substítute, Nazi Church. It vras this realization which spurred
Barth to take a leading rol-e ín the effort to resist the Nazis.
This effort resufted in the Barmen Declaration of l-934, which
helped stop the transformation of the Church into the religíon of
Hitlerism.

The following section explains the roots of Barth's social
thínking. It offers a summary of the basic themes of Barthrs
commentary on The Epistl-e to the Romans. The appearance of this
book was an affront to t.he tradition of "Liberal- theology" and an
impetus for renewed interest in "Dialectical theology. " It \^¡as

largely infl-uenced by Franz Overbeck's criticism of theology for
being too closely Iinked with changing ideologies. This
association, he argued, prevented theol-ogy from addressing the
eternaf, unchangíng aspect of Chrístian truth recorded in the
Bibl-e, and encouraged its compromise with cultural ídeologies.

The subsequent chapters focus on the role of the Church in
preserving and proclaiming the eternal Word of God. First, I
summarize Barth's views about the Churchrs relation to the State,
and then discuss how Barth applied his understanding of thb
rel-ationship to the sítuation in eastern Europe after Worl-d V'Iar IÏ.
During this period, a change in the historical status of the Church
occurred. Previously, it had been supported by the established
politicaL powers. Now it had to deal with dísinterest or even
ãntagonism on the part of the State. Barth's opinions about this
new situatíon \^¡ere based on the idea that the Church needs neither
material support nor ideological- endorsement from the State ín
order to perform its duty and ful-fill a sígnificant function.

The l-ast part of the paper examines Niebuhr and Til-lich's
criticisms of Barth, which were directed toward Barth's reluctance
to formufate a systematic theology. Tn fact, neither of these
contemporary thinkers had penetrating objectíons, because they did
not understand that their points ri{ere automatically refuted by
Barth's assertions about the distinction between theology and
ideology as weII as betl¡¡een theology and phílosophy. The primary
purpose of Barth's theological method was to be consistent wíth
Scrípture and to preserve the eschatological character of Christian
faith. If Barth had yielded to theír criticism, hís theology might
have been more directly reflective of contemporary thinking.
However, it would not have retained its value of being free from
the influence of the currently predominating schools of thought.



Introduction

For Karl Barth, theology begins with the assumption that the

content of the message of the Bible is objective truth, independent

of human culture. Therefore, the attempt to base theology on an

understandíng of human culture is a useless endeavor. For one must

take into consideration that human culture changes: it goes through

cycles of improvement and deterioration. In contrast, the message

of the Bíbte is eternal. Therefore, to formul-ate theology around an

interpretation of human cufture in a partícu1ar period is to assume

that theology has a scope which, according to Barth, is much too

narrohr. The Iímitation of theology to an expression of human

culture necessarily results in a need to periodically reconstítute

theology when culture goes through changes.

Barth's theology assumes that every event in history can be

addressed in terms of the content of the Bible. It foll-ows from

this that what is required ín order to understand one's culture is

to absorb oneself in the study of Scripture. According to Barth, an

understanding of the Bible is the prerequisit to an understanding

of oners culture.

The source of Barth's distinction between Christian faith and

culture is his rejection of the type of theology that religious

thinkers duríng the Enlightenment deveLoped. Their work was based

on the ídea that theology must conform to the intellectual

framework of that period.

Robert Eriksen's sunìmary of theological thought in the

nineteenth and early twentíeth centuries is useful- for

understanding the tradition from which Barth broke. Eriksen

summarízes Enlightenment thinking: "Reason was contrasted with
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superstitíon t. . . l, and theology was often relegated to the latter

Sphere.'r (p.6) Theology was under pressure to become a totally

rational academic discipline. One of the tasks presented to

theologians was

ínconsistencies

to

in

deal wíth and somehow to make acceptable

the Bible, the accounts of miracles and

the

other

components of Christianíty that were unacceptable to the

intellectual trend of the times.

After the Enlightenment, theologians could no longer assume
that the biblical and traditional pícture of .Tesus was
unquestionably true. Such an assumption was contrary to
reason. The logical response was to search for the truth about
Jesus through reason, especially using the tools of historical
scholarship. This quest had an additionaf important
motivation, based on a further obstacle to the enlightened
Christían. That obstacle was the obviously flawed history of
Christian institutions. Perhaps if the true nature of Jesusr
life could be rediscovered, Christianity in a pure and
beautiful form could be given back to the world. (Eriksen p.6)

To thís end., several attempts were made at reconstructing

Jesust life, giving various rational explanations to the miracle

accounts ín the bible and arríving at an interpretation of the

consistency within the gospels through historical-critícal-

analysis. However, ErÍksen argues that this attempt to deal with

biblical texts "scientificaIly, " to decipher the "unperverted"

truth from the text, \^¡as unsuccessful.

Reason decreed that Some elements in the gospels had to be
rejected íf the message $¡ere to be consistent and believable,
but faith for the Christian and vocation for the theologian
decreed that some parts of the story had to be retained. The
means of accepting and rejecting in the nineteenth century
were based on sophisticated and complex scholarship.
Historical-critical analysis of the biblical documents is a
marvel of modern research. But ultimately the choice of a
connectinq link could never rise above the arbitrary. The
conclusions drawn by indívidual theologians could perhaps be
explained as effectively by their own ideosyncrasies as by
historical-critical reason. (p.9)

In addition to the discussion of hist.orical-critical theology,

Eriksen describes the trends in systematic theology since the

Renaissance. He cites Schleiermacher's
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die Gebildeten und ihren Verächtern and comments'

Here he defends religion by reference to feeling, a feeJ-ing of
the "universal" and a religious feeling which, he maintains,
all people experience. But the real purpose of the book is to
give a ratíonal, and therefore acceptable, foundatíon to
Christianity for educated people. This insistence on reason
and faith marks Schleiermacher's career. His rationalísm never
excluded romantic and pietistic ínsights. This allowed him to
approach Christianity as religious feel-ing and experience
rather than as a body of truth t...1. (p.11)

Eríksen summarizes Schleiermacher'S conclusion that "the

historical experience of the Christían community" is a "reality

[that] could be found in history and culture whích, when sífted and

tested, would provide a rational framework for Christian faith."

(Erikl- 1)

Another influential theoJ-ogian of the nineteenth century vtas

Albrecht Ritschl,, whom Eriksen describes aS beíng "anxious to

satisfy the god and religion of his day, posítivism." (p.11)

According to Eriksen, Ritscht bel-ieved that "knowledge of t. . . l

Jesus secured through historical research should form the basis of

the Christian messagre.r' He had difficultiesr âs did the historical-

crítical theologians, in trying to produce a cohesive exposition of

Christianity. The fact that nhe readíty gave up those supernatural

elements in Chrístianity which defied reason" (p.]-2) índicates that

he was unable to reconcíl-e Christian faíth with positivism wíthout

disregarding some elements ín Scripture.

Eriksen attríbutes a similar project to Troel-tsch:to devíse a

rationally consistent Christíaníty. "He sees scíence and hístory as

the two overwhelming realities of modern life and he allies

Christian Theology to the twin force. The result is a generaÌ

science of the religious phenomena in history in which Christianity

is given high marks for certain of its val-ues which Troeltsch found

admirable. " (p.L2) Troeltsch, like the others who attempted to make
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christianity thoroughly acceptable as a scientifÍc, historically

validschoolofthought,wasunabletofindadefinitivewayof
gettingbeyondtherestríctionsinherentinthísattempt.The

events of Godrs revelatíon proved not to be fully amenable to

rational exPlanation.

Earlyínthenineteenthcentury,Feuerbachhadrejectedthe

view that christíanity could become a viable school of thought'

equívalent to an academic discipline. He crítícized christianity as

being, Iike other religions, ''an attempt to project the best human

virtues of strength and goodness onto an anthropomorphic God' "

(Eriksenp.l.3).Thisperspectívedifferedfromthoseof

schleiermacher, Ritschl, and Trolsch, in that it critically viewed

religion as a Product of culture '

Againsttheseprevailingtrends,KÍerkegaardalonestood

opposedtotherationalists.Heattemptedtoshowthefutílityof

the idea that Christianity could be rational, and that there is

indeed value in thís írrationality. If faíth can be rationally

explained, then one can no longer argue that the God to which faith

is directed is unknown. Anything which human beings at some level

know or can come to know is not truly objective '

KierkegaardhadanextensiveinfluenceonBarth.Inthe
preface to his

Barth says,

t. . . I if I have a system' it is limited to a recognition of
what Xierlceõáard caileO Ine "infinite qualitative. distinctíon"
between timè and eternity, and to _my iegarding thís as having
negative as well as posiËi"e significance. "God is in heaven'

and thou art on earth.,,The relátion between such a God and

such u *urrl 
-urr¿ tnu relatíon between such a man and such a

God,istormethethemeoftheBibleandtheessenceof
philosoPhy. " 1P.l-0)

Barth buílds on Feuerbach and Kíerkegaard and further develops

a critique of ,,Liberal Theology" with its basic assumption: with
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human beings'gift of rational thought, there Ís perhaps no limit

to the development of their understanding of themsel-ves and their

culture. Theologians could look at the Bible as a product of a

generation that was less developed than theirs, because it r^ras

written at an earlier stage of history, and was therefore

necessarity qualífied as a source of knowledge. The theologians of

this period conceived of mankind ín a continually improving

process, ín a progression toward God, by which the more humaníty

experíenced and learned, the more its quality of existence would be

exalted and led farther from deprivation.

In his theology, Barth strictly distinguishes between religion

and. revelation. Religion is an institution of human culture. On the

one hand, it has a unique rofe because its subject matter

transcends human culture, but on the other hand it is fundamentally

Iike other cultural institutions: it is formulated by humanÍty

whose entire activity is conditioned by its fallen state.

In contrast to this, revelation, as recorded in the Bible, is

not a product of human culture. God's revelation ís completely

free. The knowledge vre have of the revelatíon of the Vüord is God's

free act of extending hímself to us; it is a knowledge that we can

receive rather than attain.

The fact that this knowledge is unattaínable re-enforces the

idea that theology cannot have as its starting point the study of

human culture: rather, ít must start with the study of the

knowledge that has been receíved in the form of Scripture.

Not all- of his contemporaries share this perspective. fn an

article written in the 1935 .rournal of Religion, called ,Vrlhat Is

Wrong V[ith Dialectical Theology?", Paul TiIlich critícizes Barth.

He finds it unacceptable to consider the separation between God and
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man-- just as the opposÍtion between religion and revelatíon-- as

thoroughly and as uncompromisingly as Barth does. The juxtaposition

of the one upon the other is too inconceiveable. He c1aims that

there must be more of a connection between the human and the

transcendent spheres than Barth allows.

Tillich offers a general definition of theology as "the

methodical form of speakíng of the human impossibility' and of the

divine possibility, which has become a reality." (p.137) He then

refers to this realized possibility as an "eventr " and describes

the problems involved in considering this event t or revelatation,

as "a foreign injection into history." (p.l-38):

Were an event only a foreign substance in hístory it could
neither be absorbed by history nor could ít continue to be
operative in history. It is as far from right to call history
purely God-abandoned as to call it simply God's revelation.
fndeed, when speaking of revelation, one must say that history
is always equipped with revelation because it always contains
divine ansvrers and human quest j-ons. (Til-1ich' p.138)

Tillích's objectíon ís based on the logicat incoherence of the

complete absence of the trancendent God htithin human culture. He

conceives of "preliminary procedures" (p.138) whích consíst of a

process of doubt, questioning, and "preliminary erring knowledge"

(p.f3B) which "Iead to the ultimate answer" which revefation

provj-des. Vlithout this preparation, the "ansv¡er" of revelation

would be "unasked, unintelligible, and aIíen." 1p.139)

Tí1lích verges on a concept of compatibítity between man and

God. His main criticism is that, "In general, Barth leaves

unexplained how revelatj-on can communicate anything to man if there

is nothing in him permitting him to raise questions about it,

impelling him toward it, and enabling him to understand it."

(p.142). He disagrees with Barth on the function of the HoIy

Spírit:
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Assuredly the God-Iikeness of man is not an unfolding of
personality índependent of revelatíon; but it cannot be
ünderstood merely u" a work of the HoIy Spirit. The HoIy
Spirit bears witness to our spírit-- a witness that we are
able to understand, since this witnessing takes place not
beyond our spirítual- life, but ín response to the quest for a

relat ion to God . " (L41'-21

It is for this reason that Tillich qualifies his definition of

theology with the claim that it is "the sol-ution of the

anthropotogical question, which is the probtem of the finiteness of

man." (p.1-41) Without the basis of these anthropological

assumptions, the concept of revelation is "unintelligible'"

(p.l-41) In other words, Tíllich is asserting that theology cannoL

begin to tatk about God without first talking about human beings.

He coins Barth's perspective as being "too supernatural'rr in that

it denies any process from human culture to revelation.

Another contemporary, Reinhold Níebuhr, considers Barth to be

naíve ín his insistence on theology'S capacity to encompass

cultural issues. He claimed that the ínterpretation of political

events ís a fieLd in its own right, and cannot be adequately dealt

with on a theological basis. This criticism is based on Barthrs

collection of post-worl-d war II writings-- many of which

specifically address political issues-- called Against The Stream.

In "Why Is Barth Silent On Hungary?"r ât article which appeared in

a j-957 issue of the Christian Century, Niebuhr exptains some of his

objections to Barth's political wrítings.

Niebuhr distinguishes himself from Barth by claiming not

to be a theologian. He delíberately describes himself this v¡ay as

evidence that he ís a more objectíve "observer" 1p.1-09) of

politícal íssues. He críticizes Barth for beíng too much of a

theologian to evaluate adequately political situations ' For

Niebuhr, one must recognize that by defÍnition, faith and politics

are separate acts: " [. . . ] even a theologian who thinks he can solve
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everythíng by drawing on the wísdom of the 'v{ord of God' is a man

who makes his decisions about proximate ends accordíng to his

political presuppostions. " (p. 1-09)

He claims that Barth gíves "confusing advice" to the Hungarian

Reformed Church, and remarks about hís Vüord-of-God-oríented advíce,

This advice would be more palatabte if Barth were not so
interested in passing political judgements while he constructs
a theology whiäh ¿isãvóws political responsibility in
principlé-. He has a framework for these political judgements,
which can be discerned below the level of his theological
framework. (P.1-09)

According to Níebuhr, Barth's specifíc theologicat framework

prevents him from being abte to penetrate the true íssues in

politics. First, it is too "eschatologicaltt and therefore too

indifferent to political events. second, it is built on "extreme

pragmatism, which disavows aIl moral principles." 1p.1-09) This

latter point is grounded on the fact that Barth refrains from

developíng a system of ethics and describing a "christian

morality. "
Barth insists on approaching events wÍthout the refiance upon

a moral system. Such "equipment" allows individuals to be l-ess

rigorous in their approach to interpreting issues, because they are

more likely to forget the fact that all human righteousness is

subject to God's judgement, whích is not predictabfe' Barth claíms

that Christian faith, which rests on the individuals inability to

know the basis of God's righteousness, must preclude a systematic

way of discerning ethicaf decisions.

The main source of Niebuhr'S annoyance with Barth is that

because of his lack of a systemr he chooses not to associate

Communism with Nazism as an "irresponsible power" 1p.109) and he

therefore does not recogni'ze it as a po\^Ier which must be actively

warded against. Niebuhr considers him irresponsible in not stating
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this sentiment to which the rest of the west has almost unanimously

adhered.

Níebuhr's objection to Barth's lack of a system can also be

discerned in TíIlich's criticism. V[hile Niebuhr finds Barth

irresponsible in his lack of a system of morals, Tillich finds

Barth ,'unintelligible" in his lack of a system of 109íc.

The purpose of this paper is to consider whether or not these

criticisms are in fact justified. It begins, not in a chronological

context, with a description of his cultura] surroundings and a look

at Barth's views and actions in the period during which he was

first challenged to respond to social and politícaI íssues

according to his theologícal viewpoint. what one perceives from

reading a varíety of Barth's writing about the events during his

l_ífe is that his lack of a system does not hinder him in any way

from being able to develop a cohesive christian understanding of

the issues which he is confronted with. Rather, the absence of a

system in hÍs theology allows him to deveJ-op a perspective which is

less restricted by the current intellectual trends than his

contemporaries. Any system whích is devised to make a paradoxical

concept. more accessible is based on the vocabulary and concepts of

that particular period; they are based on the intellectual

mentality of the day. The lack of a system ín Barth's theology is a

sign that he did not rely on contemporary thought-structures to

exptain christian faith, but rather relied on scripture to

understand the issues of his time from a less culturally-bound

perspective.

The first chapter focuses on the mentality of the Germans

during the period in which the Nazis rose to power, which was also

the early period of Barth's professorshíp in the German uníversity
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system. Thorough attention is given to the language used by those

who gained popularity, so aS to be able to evafuate Barthrs

understanding of their ideas.

The second chapter examines Barthrs first major theological

project, which was to study and write about PauI's Epístle to the

Romans. Although he further developed his thought and chanqed some

of his formulations and emphases ín later writings, this early work

shows the influence of Paul on his thinking and the fundamental

points on which he differed from the tradition of liberal theoloqry.

The third chapter shows how Barth buitt on the ideas in hís

commentary on Romans concerning the role of the Church. It

sumrnarizes his writing on the relation between the Church and the

State, whích he felt needed clarification because of the failure

of the Reformers to elaborate adequately on the complexities of

this relation.

The fourth chapter further develops the idea of the political

role of the Church. It considers Barth's views on the East-West

conflict, which v¡ere based on the idea that the Church should not

conform to the predomínant political and ideological opinions of

the culture in which it is situated.

The fourth chapter discusses Niebuhr's criticísm of Barth's

political views. It discerns the extent to which Niebuhr faíIs to

understand Barth's basic propositíons which preclude such

criticism.
The final chapter considers Tillich's critÍcism of Barth's

interpretation of dialectical theology, and considers whether or

not it is appropriate for theology to conform Lo a system of logic

It concludes with the assertíon that Tillích's criticism is not

penetratíng, because Barth's method of theology more closely
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conformstoScríptureandtothebasictenetsofProtestant

ChristianitY.
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The Church Struggle In GermanY Under Nazí RuIe

GodhascreatedmeaGerman.GermanisnisagiftofGod.God
wanrs me ro fighr ro, my^"ä;;*;;: Military servíce is in no

sense a violatlon of cirtiãIiär,--åottsciettctl but ís obedience to

God.Thebelieverpouuuu"ãátn"rightofrevolutionagainst,a
State that furthers tnu ãã*ttã of áarfness ' He also has this

rishr in tr,ã-iáce of a c"nÏiãrr"¡iårã_lrt.t does not unreservedrv

acknowleagã tne exaltatiã" or the nation. For a German the

church is the fellowship-ãr believers who are obligated to

fighttotã--ðnristianGermany'The9?.IoftheFaithMovement
of ,,German Christians" í;^";;'".rá.,g.iiãaf German Reich Church'

Atthe"GermanChristians"'conventioninBerlinínAprilof

lg33,thisstatementwasinc]-udedintheclosingresolution.Thís

movementintheEvangelicalChurch,whoseg¡oalitwastomakethe

ProtestantChurchintoaNaziinstitution'cametotheheightof
itspowerinthemiddle":lg33,winningtheabruptlyscheduled
natíonalEvangelicalChurchelectionsbyalargemajorityinJuly

ofthatyear.Thisgroupposedaseriousthreattotheexistenceof

the opposíng "Confessing Church"' and almost succeeded in

establishingaradicaltychangedConfessionandconstitutionofthe
ProtestantChurch,replacingscriptureanddoctrínewithateaching

of 'Positive ChristianítY.''

TheGermannationalmostunreservedlysuccumbedtothe

attraction of the ,,dynamicism,' (a term Hitler emphasized) of the

FaithMovementof,,GermanChristians,,andembracedtheideologyof
,,positive Christianity." KarI Barth was in the midst of this

near_conversiontoHítlerism.AsaprofessorattheUniversityof

BonninEvanqelicaltheology,Barth,spositionrequiredhimtotry

tocommunicatethepreceptsofChristianityoverandagainstthe
ideologyofNazismtotheGermanpublic.Accordingtohisoutlook'

thephenomenonofHitler,srisetopower\^Iasatheologicalissue.
ThebackgroundfortheGermanattractionto''Positíve

Christianity" was what Robert Eriksen calls the "crisis of
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modernity." (p.2) He provides a useful sunmary of the factors which

contributed to the declj-ne of vafues in Germany which led to the

wide-spread support for Nazi ideology. He describes various

"destabilizing elements" which exacerbated this crisis. One of

these factors was the effect of the industrial revolution, which

required very radical social adjustments:

The modern, industrial, technological world produces a
rapidity of change ín lifestyle and values t. . . I . Change and
moUifity in occupatíon and migration to urban areas wreak
havoc witfr famity ties and traditional values, to the extent
that více, crimel prostitution and pornography are all rightly
associated with thè modern city. Pluralism, resulting from the
mobility and inter mixture of people of disparate cultures and
values, further adds to the breakdown of a shared set of
traditional ideals. (Eriksen p.2)

second, Eriksen suggests that the shift towards a more

democratic society, which resulted from the need to accommodate the

masses of workers who were needed for the factoríes, was taken as

an affront by the est.ablished and traditional social classes. This

shift r'gives legal sanction to pluralism" and "deníes the right

the established classesl to impose one set of values or one set

lof
of

religious beliefs on alI citizens. " Therefore, "outsiders in

society suddenly have the rights of citizenship and the protection

of the state to believe as they choose." (p.2) Eriksen claims that

in the years of the Weimar Repub1ic, Germany had a more difficul-t

adjustment to democracy than other nations:

t. . . I Germany moved only slowly to the rhythms of democratic
principle, and did so fully only under the forced
èircu*ãtances of a lost war and the Versailles peace. The
sudden political ascendance of the Social Democratic Party and
a few ,Jewish politicians, coupled $¡ith the legal defense of
pluralism implicit in democratic theory, thus produced more
than the normal amount of resentment. These elements of
democracy have díscomfited representatives of the
establishment in all democratic nations, but in Germany the
discomfort came quickly and could be blamed on outsiders, the
Western povrers, who forced an inappropriate system on the
German pèople. The humíliation of a lost war' economic chaos
and disástèr, political and economic uncertainty' and
resentment werè aII part of the mixture of publíc attitudes ín
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Germany during the Weimar years' (p'4)

Eriksen also describes an intellectual crisis during this

period,andexplainsthisasresultíngfromthefailureofthe

ideas of the Enlightenment to retain their validity under the test

of historical development. He summarizes that "Positivists in the

níneteenth century believed that empirical analysis of the real

worLd would produce reliabl,e knowledge. For a brief period the

prestige of scientific method was so qreat that virtuall-y all human

thought was pushed into the cateqories of science.'' (p'2-3) This

epistemological outlook lost its legitimacy, however, when itrs

application to knowledge concerning values was challenged' Eriksen

cites weber as one who "could not eliminate subjective,

relativistic premises as his starting point, " and therefore could

not uphold the scientific objectivity of his studies concerning

varues. rt \^¡as partry because of the consequences of this

concession to relativism that Nietzschean philosophy became

influential:
The lost inheritance of Nietzsche and his disciples was not
onry traailionat christian curture and varues, which Nietzsche
rejected altogether, ¡ùt afso any hope of findíttg . real world
beyond the symbolic and relatíviãtic world perceived by our

senses. v,Iith no ultimate reality by which to judge our values'
Nietzsche had to proclaim the ¿êatñ of God' And he thereby
captured much of Lne ¿ãspetate mood of the generation which

followed him. (Eriksen P ' 3)

Finally,EriksenpointsoutthattheoutcomeofVüorIdWarÏ

contributed to the "crisis in modernity" because through it' the

"íntellectual pessimism of the pre-war era r^tas more than

substantiated. Technology had somehow gone astray and become

hideous. weapons of destruction gave l-ie to material' technological

progress.Andtheconceptofratíonalmanh'asshakenbythe

unreason of the war, both in íts inception and in its conduct ' "

(p.s)
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The collateral between the decline of values and the progress

seen by many as a central- cause of the catastrophyin technology is

in Germany which resulted from Hitlerrs ascension to po$¡er. Irving

of the modern worldGreenberg I s

characterize

comments on the value crisis

it as one whích

gro!{s out of the intel-l-ectual framework of scíence,
philosophy, and socíal science, of rational-ism and human
liberation, which created the enterprise of modernity. I . . . l
Modernity fostered the excessive rationalism and utilitarian
relations whích created the need for and susceptability to
totalitarian mass movements and the surrender of moral
judgement. (Fleischner, p.28)

Greenberg understands the dissolution of moral values in the Hitler

era as resuÌting in a "secular absolutisÍt, " where there is a total

l-ack of restraint of human self-assertion and moral qualíficatons'

and consequently a predominance of human eviL:

The absence of limits or beliefs in a dívining judge, and the
belief that persons could therefore become God, underlay the
structure of "l-'universe concentrationnaíre." t...1 I will
argue t. . . I that the need to deny God leads directly to the
aséumption of omnipotent power over life and death. The desire
to coñtrol people Ieads directly to crushing the image of God
within them, so that the jailer becomes God. (From Locke, 1986
p.L24't

The lack of glory at the end of the First world war also

contributed to the dísillusionment of relígious believers. At the

begining of the war, religion had taken on the rofe of providing

the "higher purpose" for one nation attemping to assert itsel-f over

and against other nations. Germans understood their cause in the

war as correspondíng to the teaching of the Bible and the

preservation of the Church. For the vast majority, "the union of

Christianity, nationalism, and miÌitarism was taken for granted. "

(Cochrane, p.sO) At the end of the war, whan the ratíonalizaEion of

the righteousness of their cause r^ras unsubstantiated, the basis of

their belief was made ínsecure. The attempt to maintain the

correlation between a righteous nation and a righteous God had been
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a failure. It was clear from the background of social-, economic,

po1ical, intellectual, and theological crisis that nations had to

re-evaluate their positions and provide a new alternative to the

increasíngly unstable situation.

The year 1.9L7 brought the opportunity for religious

institutions in Germany to celebrate the four hundredth anniversary

of Luther's Ninety-five Theses. In a fecture at Princetonr Beatte

Ruhm von Oppen points out that this celebration

t. . . I on the one hand did produce some qenuine renewal of
interest in Luther and new study of his life and work, but on
the other hand became the vehicle of a great deaL of idolatry
of Luther as a German hero, the incarnation of the German

spirít, the savior of the European mind from Popery and the
enslavement by Rome and the doctrine of salvation by works as
well as faíth. t. . . I There v¡ere those who saw Hitler as the
heir of Luther and the man who would complete hís work.
(p.23-a )

This díchotomy of approaches determíned the theological- and

political directions of the period starting wíth the end of the

f irst world \^rar. It was generally recognized that Germany needed

help, but the attempts to put a stop to the deteríoration tended

towards fascism: they v¡ere the outcome of extreme anti-communism,

etreme anti-Semitism, extreme frustration, and extreme fear that

Germany would never emerge from íts present crisis. One of these

ideologies htas characterized by extreme self-promotion of the

German nation and race to the extent of replacing the God of the

Bibl-e with the god of the Nazi movement. It was referred to as

"Positive ChristianitY. "

Hit]er introduced the concept of "Positive Christianity" in

his party program of 1,920 (which he claimed írradicable ín 1926) in

the twenty-fourth articl-e, whÍch concerned reJ-igion:

We insist upon freedom for aII religious confessions in the
state, ptoniding they do not endanger íts existence or offend
the German raceis sense of decency and moralíty. The Party as
such stands for a positive Chrístíanity, without binding
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itself denominationally to a particular confession' It fights
against the Jewish-materiali"Li. spirit at home and abroad and

belíeves that any lasting recovely of our people must be based

ãn the "piriir.I 
príncipie, the welfare of the community comes

before that of thê índividual' (Matheson p'1)

Around this time' several groups formed which were

enthusíastic about Hitler and wanted also to back Nazi ídeology

with relÍgious fervor. The advocates of "Positive christianity"

considered Christian faith to be perverted by a Pauline

interpretation, which placed too much emphasis on self-deprecation

humility.

ThewhoteScape-goatandinferiority_typetheologyofthe
Rabbi Paul shoulã be renounced ín principle, for it has
perpetrated a falsification of the Gospel, of the simple
-*"sãage: 

"Love your neighbour as yourself"-- regard your
neighbour as yoü, brother and God as your father. t...1
Theology has always tríed to separate God and man, tried again
and again to jr"tif' :_t" or".r .*istence by proving that man is
fallen, weighád dowã with oríginal- sin, and therfore in need

of the salvation the church cãn of f er. V'le recognise no God/man

division, "".ãpi 
when man deliberately sets himself apart from

God. (Matheson P.39-40)

and

The Nazis were able to draw support in the religíous sphere

from the failure of the churches to provide spiritual guídance that

its members felt pertained to their immediate situation ' Inherent

in the affect of the disintegration of a sense of shared vafues

which Eriksen described was a sense of the passiveness and

inattentiveness on t.he part of the church towards buildíng a

conscientious Chrístian community. The consequent "Posítive

Christianity"movementemphasizedthisnegligenceintheirattempts

to attract larger numbers, and people responded'

one of the most extreme groups, formed in L924' hlas called the

Türingian ,,German christians." They felt that duríng worl-d war I'

the church had failed to be involved in the central íssue ín

Germansr lives at that time, whích was nat'ionalism' Therefore it

was partly due to the church's passiveness that the Germans failed

in their war efforts. Consequently, they suggested developíng a
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thoroughly nationatístic force through the church, its function

beÍng to promote religious reverence for the nation and its causes '

Another simitar group was the christian Germans Movement'

founded in 1-930. It belíeved that "God had created the natíons of

the earth, each with it special stamprr' (cochrane p'77) and that

the stamp of the German nation was not to remain in its dismal

post-war situation, but rather to rise to victory over aII other

nations.Cochraneexplainsthatthisgroupdidnotreceive
particuÌarly strong support from the Nazis because its definition

of natíonality díd not ínclude race. (cochrane p.77)

Both of these groups l^¡ere basicaLly engulfed by the definitive

Faith Movement of "German Christiafisr " the group based in Berlin

that most effectíveIy appealed to Hitler. In their Guiding

Principles of May, 1932, they stated'

Theaimoftheseguidingprincíplesistoíndicatetoall
believiné-eãr^rt íren now änd why the church should be

restructured. These guiding priãciples are not intended to be

or to ,.pfå"" a conféssion-of faith t or to chatlenge the
confessiänaL basis of the Protestant church. They are a

confession of life. t ' ' ' I We stand on the basís of positive 
'

Christía"ItV. Ours Í; an"affirmative, truly nat^ional faíth in
Christ, i;-É.rr" Germanic spirit of Luther and of heroic piety'
We r^¡ant to make the t".o.rèty of the German sense for lÍfe a

reality in our church and tä give our church real vitality' In
the rateiuf struggle for the ireedom and the future of Germany

the leadership oi the church has proved to be too
weak. (Matheson P.4)

Also included in this statement are strong admonitions concerning

the danger of Marxism, of inter-racíal- mixíng, of a Home Mission to

the .Jews, of ,,Christian cosmopolitanism,'' i.e. an ínternationally

ecumenical church, and of freemasonry. During the

Faith Movement Of "German christíans" \^¡as formed

Natíonal Sociatist Pastors' League was organized,

time when the

in t932' the

whose function it

opposed tor^taS to

Nazism.

rid the Church giovernments of all of those

,,The Nazi Sogans \^Iere carried ínto the Church: repudíation
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of the 1íberal spirit, of Jewish Marxism, internationalism, and

pacifism."(Cochranep.Bl)ByNovember'thisfactionhadwon

one-third of the votes in the elections of the old Prussían union

church, which was the largest division of Protestant churches in

Germany.

TheRengsdorfTheses,adocumenttistingsevenstatements

describing the theological perspective of the "German christians"

inl.933,isacleari]-lustrationofhowmanyGermansfeltthatthe

church had not given them adequate religious guidance ' The document

describes the shortcomings of the church and the "ne\n¡ church's"

reactionary conclusions: It begíns by claiming that the traditional

Church ,,does not conform to realítyr " and that Christianity as a

universal reIígion, âs opposed to German chriStianity, is "an

unreal abstraction." Therefore, the state must now take for itself

the devotion that formerly was given to christian faith' It claims

thatthereisnocontradictionbetweenhavinqan''unreserved
position in favor of German nationality" as well as "an unreserved

position in favor of the gospel." Then it states that-- because of

the "character of the German people"-- by means of the Reformation

,,the gospel has been brought into cfose contact with us Germansr "

and that the ,,uniform attitude,, ,,Stamped upon the German'' by the

Nazisdoesjusticetofaith.Itfollowswiththeassertionthat
,,the good things" which merít life sacrífice are "healthy famiy

Iife,bloodandsoil,Ioyaltytonationandstate,andallin

obedience toward God.,, Fínally, the last thesis c]-aims that, in a

conflict between church and state, "the church owes obedience to

theStateinalltemporalmatters.''(Cochrane,p.120)
The New Guiding Principles of the "German christians"' issued

oneyearaftertheoriginalones,capÍtalizedonthee]-evated
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status the movement had gained through Hitler's official transítion

to power as chancellor of Germany in January, l-933. These

principles also functioned as an emphatic appeal to those who

wanted to re-enforce Nazism through a new church:

t. . .l a German church merely co-existing with the German
people is nothing but an empty institution. It will only be a

ðfrristian church in the midst of the German people when it is
a church acting on behalf of the German people, helping the
German people in selfl-ess service to recognise and carry out
its 

"o{-gilen 
calling. t...1 The new state wants the church.

Not to màke a pliable tool- of her, but because it knows where
the foundations of a people are laid. As a result the tasks
confronting the church as wel-l- as the state have grol^In
stupendously. ln theír present form the German churches are
incápabIe of carrying out these tasks. The aim of the "German
Christians" is to provide the German churches with a form
which will enable them to serve the German people in the
specifíc way the Gospel of Jesus Christ lays upon them for the
sérvice of Lfreir own people. To achieve this we demand:
1-. A new church constitution which will appoínt the church
authorities not by a democratic efectoral process, but on the
basis of their ptõ.ten suitability in congregational service;
2. A supreme spiritual authority to take and be responsible
for the key decisions;
3. Unificalion of the evangelical provincial churches into one
German Evangelical Church ensuring, however, that specía1
historically based rights wifl be respected and retained.
(Matheson p.22)

The extent to which the promoters of "Positive Christianity"

had infíltrated the German Evangelical Church is evident in the

"Memorandum on the Present Situation in Germany with Special

Reference to the .lewish Question" which was sent to various

countries as a statement of the Federatíon of Protestant Churches.

Although the president of the Federation, who sided with those who

would later form the opposing "Confessing Church, " díd not sign or

approve the

the opinions

letter, it !üas neverthel-ess sent and it did represent

of a significant portion of the Protestants. Its

explanation of

summary of the

the "Jewish Prob1em" brings to mind Eriksen's

conditÍon of values and moralitY that time in

Germany. The letter

as follows:

at

thedescribes the situation of
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1...1 after the coup d'etat of l-91-8 the Jews, thanks to their
good- relations with the Marxist parties, . 

gained for themsel-ves
ã ai"ptoportÍonately high number of public offices and other
ímport,ant positions in public lífe....Then there was the
further fact that the governments after 1918 threw open the
Eastern frontiers to ,Jewish immigration and countless
culturally ínferior Jews from the East htere able to settle in
Germany or even secure German citizenship. Hand in hand with
this wènt the .lewish infiltration of scholarship, journalism
and literature, of theatre and film, while in many cases
German scholars and artists \^¡ere pushed ínto the
background.... But it was not only the dísproportion between
the total- number of .fews and the number of important posítions
whích they heLd which aroused such deep feeling in the nation;
people began to realise that the Jewish mentality, so evident
in fiteraùure, theatre and fi1ms, was undermining the
chrístian faith and ethíc, family life and the nationaf
culture, indeed all those primal bonds without which it is
impossíble to ensure the survival of nation and state. One

cannot stress too much the threat to Christian culture in
partícular which was mounted under the pretext of intelLectual
freedom.... One should not, however, look only at the negative
aspects; there should, rather, be a recognitíon that
antí-semitÍsm is only the reverse side to much deep reflection
about what ís truty German and of a determination to structure
the German state añd destíny in a manner appropriate to this
specifically German character. . . (Matheson p'l-4-5)

Begínning in the sunìmer of l-933, the new church government

launched into a series of extreme measures to promote "Positive

christianity.,'Now that thís movement had gained a large number of

supporters from the German people, the Nazi government tried to

take a thorough hold over it. Already ín April, 1933, Hitler had

appoínted Mül1-er, who had become the head of the "German

Christians" in the previous year, to be his advisor and a deputy in

Church affairs, with the goal of establishing a Reich Church'

(cochrane p.89) In May, Mütler took the office of "protectorate"

for the "German christiafisr " which meant that he was a

representative of a party wíthin the Church as well as a government

official.

From this point MüIler dírected his efforts toward attaining

the post of Reich bishop, but even after he tried to attain this

office through iltegal means, the regional churches voted not himt
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but von Bogelschwingh into office of Reich bishop' At this' the

Nazi government took extreme action. In ,June, the Prussian Minister

of Education, Bernard Rust, appointed a state commissar, August

,Jäger, (incidentally a "German chrístian") for the Evangelical

Church of Prussia. According to Cochranet

Rust explained that the situation in the nation, state' and

Church r.ã"irà¿ that the prevailing confusion and unrest be

endedandthattheState'sactionwasanemergencymeasure
whichhadtodosimplywith''theearthlyorganizationofthe
ChurchanditsrelatÍonthetheState...TheChurch'sfaíth
and Conf.""iorr.t" in no way affected.'' (p'98-9)

,Jäger then fired members of the church government who had been

previously elected, and ín the name of hís own authority replaced

them with ,,German christíans. rr He explained his unsolicited actions

by saying'

since the state in the interest of itself, the nation' and the

Church cannot tolerate opposition of any kindr ôDY effort to
resíst oriïï-¡e regarded äi tt.tuo¡. I demand that stríct care

betakenthatmydecreesandthosewhomThavepublicly
authorizedbenotsabotaged.Anysuchattemptwouldbe
rebellíon against the auÉnority of the state and would be

immedíately suppressed' (Cochrane p'99)

Atthis,vonBogelschwÍnghresígned,andMüller,withthehelpof

the SA troops, took over the chairmanship of the Council of the

Federation of churches, the Kirchentag, the committee of the church

and its subcommíttees. In August, the church senate of the Prussian

church elected him president of the consistory and granted him

title of bishop. on september 27,1933, he was elected Reich bishop

at the Natíonal Synod in Wittemberg '

AlsoinSeptemberofthatyear,thePrussianChurchhada

generalsynodatwhichtheystartedmakíngchangesintheChurch

government structure which furthered their new ídeology. Those who

,,on the basis of their previous actívity do not quarantee that they

wil-t at all times unreservedly support the national state and the

German Evangelical church" had their positions in the church
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government taken a\^¡ay from Lhem, as did those ministers and

officía]s who were either non-Aryan or married to a non-Aryan '

(coch l-07) The same group met again in November of that year ín

Ber1in, with twenty thousand supporters'

that they would implement ín the Church:

and aqreed on the changes

The scriptures needed to

be edited of all elements which r^¡ere inconsistent with the "German

christians, " teaching of christian Faith; aII church members who

\^¡ere not pure Aryans had to be separated into their own Jewish

Christian Church. (Cochrane p. l-13)

It was in this assembly that Dr. Krause, the head of the

BerLin ,,German christiaflsr" expressed his intentions for the future

of the church that \^rere even too extreme for Hitler-- not because

of any moral restraints, but because he realized there would be too

much opposition. Krause commented on the recent transformations of

the church:

V,IhatProtestantsreallywantedwasnotsomuchane$t
constitution for the church or ne\^t church authorities but the
completíon of the natíonal míssion of Martín Luther by a
second German Reformatíon. t . . . I The first priority is to win
over the flood of those who are returníng to the church' This
requires a feeling for the homeland, and the first step
towards the churcñ becoming at home in Germany is the
liberation from al-l- that ià un-German in líturgy and
confession, l-íberation from the old Testament with its Jewish
recompense ethic, from all these stories about cattle-dealers
and pimps. This book has been characterised quite rightly as

one of the most questionable books in the wortd's history'
t...]our-provinciarchurchwi]-lalsohavetoSeetoitthat
aII obviorräty distorted and superstitious reports should be

expunged from the New Testamenl t...1 (Matheson p'39-40)

After this speech, Krause was removed from his position of

leadershíp and, because of widespread condemnation of the extreme

claims of the German christians, Müller had to protect his

political position by wíthdrawing his official connection with the

movement. This was the turning point for the "German Christians"'

ín that now the Hitler government realized that assocíating with
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them would do it more harm than good'

Another way in whích the Nazis consolidated their power in the

religious sphere is by encompassing the Evangelical Youth movement '

This l^ras an attempt to firmly establísh Nazi enthusiasm into the

next generatíon.

In,June of L933, von Schirach was appointed as Youth Leader of

the Reich. Mül]er assured those Protestants who v¡ere concerned

about this move that the Reich Youth would remain separate from the

church youth groups. However, in NOvember of that year, the more

than seventy thousand members of the Evangelical Youth were

officially put under the control of the Reich bishop. von schirach

announced this with the explanation'

we claim that all other youth organizations ín Germany no

longer have any right to exist. These organizatíons have to
disãppear in fãvor of the Hitler Youth. I would l-ike to
solemnly stress that we do not wish to accomplish thís by
force U"t-¡V-ifr" *rgnítude of our efforts. For us it is an

intolerable situatión that under the pretext of certain
special church interests youth organizations are set up and

stiff stand aloof. (Cochrane p'117)

This action was soon followed by a law that unless someone under

eighteen years old was a member of the Hitler Youth, he or she

could not join the Evangelical Youth'

Another sign of the extent of the Nazis' effectiveness in that

period is the reaction of some of the university faculties to the

,,German Chritians'" inclusion of the Aryan paragraph, (which I will

discuss later) into the church constítution, which prevented

non-Aryans from partícipating in the church qovernment ' In 1933'

both the faculties at Erlangen and at Berlin approved of the

measure: the Erlangen faculty specifically agreed witn the

contentÍon that ,Jews are alien to the church and the Berlin faculty

gave its support to the 28 Theses that were the most extreme

document the "German Christians" had published, ín 1933 ' AJ'though
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bythístímemanypeoplehadrealizedthedangerthattheChurch
was in, and the Pastors' Emergency League had been founded' the

position of these educational institutions shows how deeply the

ideas of the ,,German chrístíans" had infíttrated into German

culture.

These measures taken by the Nazí government and the "German

christians,, did not go unopposed by the Protestant church' As an

institution, the protestant church did not begin protesting against

the changes in the church toward the ímplementation of "German

Christian,, ídeology until it became clear that these vrere a serious

threat to the Church's faíth and Confession'

The church had for a long time been plagued with problems of

disunity. The Ref ormatíon in the sixteenth century \^tas f ollowed by

a division of the churches in Germany so that even when the German

states r^rere united into a nation under Bismark in 1-870, the

churches remained as separate regional churches with different

denominatíons. The Prussian union church had been formed under

Friedrich wilhelm ÏII of Prussia in l-817 (the three hundredth

anniversary of the Ninety-five Theses) in an unsuccessful attempt

to unify the Reformed and Lutheran churches. Later, ín 1-903' the

twenty-eight Protestant state churches joined to form a German

Evengelical Church League, but this unity was more formal than

practical, and the churches remained fundamentally connected tO

their individual- states. (Locke | L984' P'37)

In1.9]-gtheconstitutionoftheGermanReichoffically

instituted freedom of re]-igíon and declared the church to be no

longer a State church, although it provided for the payment of

church taxes through t,he state. Three years later ín V'Iittembergt

the German Evangelical- Federation of churches was formed with the
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goal of being able to deliver a unified message which represented

thevariousregionalchurches,mainlyonissuesrelatedtothe
increasing number of social problems. Still, it is obvious from the

success that the "German chriStians" had in promising a neI^r church

that would finally be relevant to the social concerns of the

masses, that the church failed to provide a social message which

drewthepeopletoarigorousfaith.Churchattendanceand
involvement vüere at a 1ow point. (Locke , Lg84 p'32) Religious

thoughtinthatperiod,asshownbytheexampleof''Libera}

Theologyr " de-emphasized the potential effectiveness the

proclamationofthel[ordoftheBible'andfeltthatitneeded
,,editing,,, in the form of qualif ication and apptication to

specífic,indívídualcauses.Cochranesummarizesthatinthat
period, "Theology had become so systematic and academic' so far

removed from the spíritual life of the Church, that it had little

in common with true dogmatics'" 1p'76)

Thechurchalsoresistedreactingtothepoliticateventsand

changesthath'eretakingplaceduringHítler'sacquisitionof
power.ItfeltcompelledtomaintainverycloselytheReformation

teachingontherelationbetweenChurchandState.Cochrane

explains that ,,it wanted to be a 'people's Church,' but the weíght

of tradition prevented it from abandoníng íts neutrality ín social

andpoliticalmattersanditsfastidiouslycorrectrelationswith

thegovernment."(Cochranerp'54)Oncemembersofthechurch

realízed the seriousness of the threat of the "German christiafls' "

however,theycounteredthisgrouplsactionswithaconsistent

efforttotrytoconvincethewholeEvangelicalChurchofthese
heretícal ideas.

Barthhadrecognizedthedangerouselementsinthe''German
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Christian,, ideologry from the beginning. His Commentary on the

Epistle of Par,l to the Romans came out ín 1-91-8 with a second

edition in Lg21, which was considered to be the return to

,,Dia1ectÍcal Theol0gy, " which was virtually the opposite teaching

of ,,German chrístian" ídeology on every point. These early works

included a warning against the very ideas that the "German

Christians" v¡ere advocating. In autumn of L922 Barth' alonq wíth

Gogarten and Thurneyson, founded the perÍodical "Between the

Times,,,whíchaimedatbríngingattentíontothenecessityof

scrutínizing the current problems ín theology and reflecting on the

problems of the Church.

Besides Barth and his few "Dialectical Theology" friends,

resistence against the growth of the "German christians" vras

Iimited to individual protests between the end of the first v'Iorld

f,Iar and the early thírties. otto Dibelius questioned whether

serving in the mílitary could be related to the will of God' Later'

in Ig28, Günther Dehn drew publíc attention when he questioned the

self-righteousness with which nations warred against each other in

the name of God. He caused an uproar by advocating the restríction

of the honoring and glorífication of those killed in war to the

civil community rather than the Church' He was refused

professorships by several universities and was discharged by Hitler

and even temPorarilY ímPrisoned'

ActionsbyorganisedgroupswithintheProtestantChurch

started in about Lg32, when the Evangelical AlIiance publíshed two

vofumes called, "The Church and the Third Reich: Questions and

Demands of German Theologians." (cochrane, p.79) However, becauSe

it $¡as fairly well-balanced between supportive and critical

articles, Ít was not a very extreme act. The later Altona statement
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of,January,].g33r4IaSmoreclearlyoutspokenaSaresistancetoNazí

ideas in the church. Ït stated clearly the unacceptableness of

pastors involving themselves in the promotion of a particular state

orideologyandofthepossibilitythatanyworldyinstitution

couldhavearedeemingfunctionorcoulddeservedevotion.It
included such strongly resistant statements such as' rrvüe reject

divinisationofthestate.IfstateauthorityJ-ordsítselfover

conscience, it becomes antí-Christian. . .'' (Matheson, p.B)

AnothersignoftheChurch'sgrowingconsciousnessofthe

dangeroftheNazistoitsexistenceandfunctionisHermann

Sasse,sarticleinthel.g32ChuchYearBook,whichcommentson

ramíficationsofArticle24oftheNaziPartyProgram(cited

above):

any

the

the

clarifYing
his

About this artícl-e, however, no díscussion at atL is
possible...FortheProtestantchurchwouldhavetobeginsuch
a discussion with a frank admission that its doctrine
constitutesadeliberate,permanentinsulttothe''German
race'ssenseofdecencyandmoralíty"'andhencethatshecan
havenoexpectationofto]erancein-theThirdReich.t...]

According to the protesia.tt doctrine of original sin,
,,the newborn ínfant of the noblest Germanic descent, endowed

in body and mind with trr. opiiÃái ra.iar. characterístics, is
as much sunieãl to eternal äamnation as the genetically
gravely compromised half-.uui from two decadent races. " And we

must go on to confess that irre ooctrine of the justífication
of the sinner sola gratia, á"lu fide' ís the end of Germanic

moralityjustasitistheendofallhumanmoralíty....We
are not much inierested in whether the Party gives its support

toChristianity,butwewouldtiketoknowwhethertnechurch
istobepermittedtopreact'tr'uGospelíntheThírdReich
without]-etorhíndrance,whether,t-hatis,$¡ewillbeableto
continue unO:-sturbed with our insufts to the Germanic or
Germanistic moral sense, âs with God's herp we intend to do"'
(Matheson, P.I-2)

TheChurchagaínwascompelledtoissueastatement

itspositionwhenitsawthatMüllerwasintendingtouse
governmentalpowertogaininfluencewithintheChurch,andto

change the constitution and governmental structure of the church'

Atthispoint,itstartedrallyingitsopposition.InMay,1933'
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the v,Iestphalian ministers at the synod of Biel-efeld drew up a

confession of Faith which expressed its disapprovar of Mürrerrs

acquisition of the "protectorate" office '

Shortlyafterthis,Barthmadeapubliccommotíonwithhis
pamphlet, "Theological Existence Todayr " which awoke more people to

the issues involved ín the growing conflict between what was

emerging as the ,,confessíng church" and the "German christíans ' " It

was a call for clarity in thinking about the church conflict which

had reached a critical- point. Barth exhorted his readers to devote

their energies toward developing a scripturally-based understanding

of the message of christían faith as the basis of decision-making

and to think of God in the comprehensive role as Creator'

Reconciler, and Redeemer.

In this essay Barth shows his superior understanding of the

church,s responsibíIity toward the state. He criticizes the "Ne\nl

Reformersr " a group whích tried to compete with the "German

christians.,, The New Reformers díd not flatly reject the "German

Christiansr " but disagreed with them on specífic poínts and

presentedthemselvesashavingabetterprogramforanel^Iroleof

the church. They agreed with the "German christians" on the

importanceofhavíngaReichBishop,whichBarththoughtwas

unacceptable. Barth's major criticism was that they were part of a

general misconception concerning the true function of the church'

and were noL a$¡are of those things which are clearly íncompatible

with the Church:

In order tO have a particular importance the demand for an

independent church must contain ã positive, confessional'
theologicalcontent.This,atanyrate'\^Iaslackínginthe
mouths ãi tn" New Reformation men' (l-933' p'68)

Whatwasactual.lyneededatthistimewasaconfessionofthe

church; a cfarification of the true priority and function which the
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Church had lost síght of; a re-establ-ishment of the

all-encompassíng nature of Christian faith, which is required in

order not to be confused and vulnerabl-e to the forces of National

Social-ism.

Bonhöffer \^¡aS also a distinctive voice in emphasízing the

urgency of rejecting Antí-semitism. He lectured ín April of l-933 on

the ímportance of a Christian effort to reverse the predjudice

agaínst the Jews. His followíng on this issue was relatively sma1l.

Many more people were willing to take action to save the church

Confession than to save the .lews.

This conflict bet\t¡een the increasíngfy extreme actions of the

"German Chrístians,' and the Protestants who opposed them led to the

decision to hold Church elections in July of 1933 in order to

finally determine whether the "German Christians" had the support

of the majority, and if sor to allow them to make changes ín the

constitution of the Church. The Nazi party made it very clear that

they supported the "German Christians" and encouraged every loyal

citizen to vote for them. They published very coersive exhortations

in the newspaper for this cause and in addition, Hitler gave a

radio speech the night before the elections' asserting that

Since the state, after all, is prepared to guarantee the inner
freedom of religious life, it has a right to hope that within
the confessions those forces wil-l g¡aín a hearing whích are
resolutely determined to make theír own contribution to the
freedom oi tne nation. This latter, however, will not be
brought about by the unrealistic forces of religious
ossiiication--unable to grasp the importance of contemporary
phenomena and events--bui only by the enthusiasm of a dynamic
movement. This enthusíasm appears to me to be located
primarily in that part of the Protestant population which has
set itseit firmly òn the basis of the national socialist
state--the German Christians. . . (Matheson, p.2B)

t/üith this propaganda, many more people voted in the elections than

at any previous time (Coch.1-0?); the "German Christians" won by a

large majority, and Mül-ler began immediately to increase his power.
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ItwastheformationofthepolicyagainsttheChurch

membershipofnon-Aryansthatthe''ConfessingChurch''realJ.y

solidifíed its committment to stop the "German Chrístians ' "

Niemöller took the initíative in sendíng a circufar letter to all

GermanpastorstojoinanEmergencyLeaguetoSavetheChurchand

toupholdtheímportanceoftheReformationConfessionsandthe
HolyScriptures.Afterhavingencouragedpastorsnottoacceptthe
,,Aryan paragraph,, and having pointed out the injustice of the

numerous dismissals of opposing church official-s which the "German

Christians"hadcarriedoutrhêendshisletterwiththis
salutation:

Iamwel]-awarethatthisalliancelofconcernedpastors]will
neitherredeemthechurchnorshaketheworld;butlam
equallyavüarethatweov¡eittotheLordofthechurchandto
the brethren to do wrrai \^re can; in these days a prudent

retreattotheroleofamerespectatoramountstobetrayal'
forthoseunderstresshavenoassuranceofourbrotherly
solidarity. So let us act! (Matheson' p'38)

There was a stronq response to this call to action: by the end of

September,twothousandthreehundredpeoplehadjoined,andthis

membershíp grew to more than Seven thousand by ,January, which

amounted to approximately half the Protestant pastors in Germany

(Eríck papsl-). The fact that such a significant number joined and

took the pledge shows a clear change in the a\^'areness of the Hítler

threatamonqProtestants.Thepledgeformembershípstates:

1. I pledge myself to exercise my office as a servant of the

Word under the sole authãríty of HoÌy Scripture and the
confessions of the nefátÃãti-on as thä corrèct interpretatíon
of HolY ScriPture '
2. I pledge myself to.protest against any víolation of this
confessionat stance with alr thé strength u! *y command'

3. I recognise my respånsibility to do aLl in my pol^rer for
thosewhosufferpersecutionbecauseofthísconfessional
stance.
4. Acting on this responsibility I testify that with the

applicatíon ot tne aryã"-pãr"gtäph. to the realm of the church

of Christ the confessio''ti stãncã has been violated'
(Matheson, P.38)
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Another attempt to re-assert what the actual teachíng of the

Christian message is, in opposítion to the "German Chistians" r^tas

Heinrich Vogel's Eight Articles of Evangelical Doctrine, which was

written in November, l-933, "because of present-day heresy to serve

AS

the

instruction for the erring, as consolation of the afflicted' on

basis of Holy Scripture." (Cochrane, p.126)

These examples of the many protests that came from members of

the Protestant church point to the difficulty the "German

Christians" were having in maintaining solid leadership in the

church. In an attempt to SuppresS the opposítion, MüIler issued

what ís called the "Muzzling Decree" in January, 19342

The controversies about church poIítics are destroying the
peace and retardíng the unification of the church; they
ündermine the necessary bond between the evangelícal church
and the National- Social-ist state, thereby endangerínq both the
proclamation of the Gospel and the newly-won national unity.
[...Therefore I decree the foJ-Iowing: ]

1. The church service is for the proclamation of the pure
Gospel, and for this alone. The misuse of the church service
for controversies about church politics, in whatever form, has
t.o cease. The release or use of churches or other church
premises for any kind of meetings about church politics is
forbidden.
2. Any one holding offíce in the church who circulates
publiãations, especially pamphlets and circulars, directed
ãgainst the leadèrship of the church or j-ts constitution or
who attacks them in public is in breach of the duties attached
to his office. . .

3. Any one holding office in the church who contravenes the
stipulations of paragraphs 1 and 2 wil-l- be automatícally
susþended from otficè and a formaL disciplinary process wíl1
be initiated immediately with the aim of removing him from
office... (Matheson, P.aI-21

This decree also reinstated the legal status of the

Paragrraph, which had previously been suspended because so

people had opposed it

own positions, theY took him uP on

Aryan

many

to what extent the

wiIlíng to risk their

They read a statement

even though more than

If this move v¡as a test by MüIler to see

members of the Pastors I EmergencY League l^¡ere

his call:

from their puJ-pits rejecting the decree'
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two hundred pastors lost their positíons or \^¡ere subject to

"disciplinary measures" in the first three months of 1"934t they

continued to criticize MüIIer and began the movement to revoke his

Iegal authority as head of the church. (Cochrane, p.L32)

During the first half of I934t a series of church synods l^¡ere

organized throughout Protestant Germany for the purpose of

clarifying where the church stood on the issue of the "German

Christians ' rr leadership of the church government. In Januaryr a

Reformed synod met in Barmen-Gemark which adopted the "Declaration

of the Right Understanding of the German Evangelical Church of the

present" which Karl- Barth had written. Other synods ín February and

March did the same.

The first section in the document is titl-ed "The Church in the

present, " and calls for repentance and reflection leading to action

concerning the "error" in the understanding of the Christian

message, which "consists in the opiníon that beside God's

revelatíon, God's grace, and God's glory, a justifiabl-e human

arbitrariness also has to determine the message and form of the

Church, that is to SâY, the temporaf way to eternal salvation."

(Coch230) Tt continues,

In view of the unanímity with which this error manifests
itself today, the congregations that have been united in the
one German Enangelical Church are cal-led upon to recognize
anevr, in spite ót tfteir Lutheran, Reformed, or United origins
and responsibílities, the majesty of the one Lord of the one
Church and therefore the essentíal unity of their faith, their
l-ove, and their hope, their proclamation by preaching and
sacrament, their confession of Faith and their task.
(Cochrane, P.230)

The second section, rrThe church under Holy scripturer "

emphasízes the exclusiveness of God's revel-ation through Chríst as

opposed to his revelation in current events, which is false

doctrine. It asserts the legitimacy of both the old and the New
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Testaments in the understanding that "the view is t. . . I rejected

that the Biblical writings are to be understood as wítnesses from

the history of human piety; that the New Testament is

preponderantly or exclusively the standard for Christian piety;

that therefore the OId Testament could or should be depreciated'

repressed, or el-imínated altogether in favor of the New."(Coch

23L\ .

The following section, "The Church in the Ir'IorId, " states that

an "unreserved trust" or an "unreserved obedience" to worldly laws

contradicts the devotion which ís required of those who commit

themselves to Christianity. It is clearly a response to the "German

Christians I rr Rengsdorf Theses .

In keeping with the instruction of God's word, the church
gratefül1y acknowledges that changes in the history of mankínd
and of nations, the political, philosophical, and cultural
experiments of men, are subject to the disposition (Anotdnung)
of the divine command and the divine patience. It therefore
follows such experiments with its prayers of intercession in a
sober recognítíon of their temporal, finite, and l-imited
justíce, añd also recatl-ing God's Kingdom , labr, and judgment,
ãetting its hope in Him who guides all things in order to make
aIl things new. (Cochrane, P.232)

This section concludes with the assertion

Christian's prímary obedíence is God,to

its

that

it ís

since each

unacceptable for the

of conformation to achurch to change the content of bel-ief out

worldly institution.

"The Message of the Church" follows. This again clarifíes the

primacy of God's, and not of an institution'S or a movement's

revelation, and this includes the church: "The view is thereby

rejected that the Church coufd or should utter the Vrlord of God the

Creator, Reconciler, and Redeemer as its own word instead of

serving the Word, and therefore, instead of procJ-aiming free grace,

coufd or should act 'dynamically.r" (Cochrane, p.232)

The l-ast section is call-ed "The form of the church." It
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re-establishes the definition of the church, and emphasizes its

claim to have God as its authority, whích makes it unique among

institutions. I'The view is thereby rejected that the Church

receíves its temporal and visíble form at íts own discretion or in

virtue of external- necessities, like a religious society whose

purpose could be real-ized just as well in one form as ín another ' "

(cochrane, p.233) It also clarifies the relation of church and

state:

On the basis of the instruction of God's Word, the Church sees

in the state an ordinance (Anord.nung) of the divine command

and divinã patience, in virtue of which man may and should
strive, wit'rrin trre ii*it" of his understandíng of reason and

history and in responsibility to the Lord of Lords, to
discover justice ti-tA to admiñister and maintain it ny force '

The ChurcÉ ãår,rtot depríve the State of this íts special
of f ice. At the same 

-tirne, however, it cannot all-ow the state
to depríve it of its own office; it cannot permit íts messaqe

and its form to be determíned by the state. Bound to its
commission, it is in principle ã free Church in a State which
in principie is likewise frèe ín being bound to its
commission. (Cochrane, P.23al

The wíde-spread support of this document and the clarÍty ít

offered for people to express their objections

christian" administration of the church led to

April at ulm, consisting of representatives from churches

throughout Germany, at which they withdrew from the "German

christian,,-Ied Reich church and decfared the "confessing church" to

be the true Evangelical church of Germany. This conference led to

another meeting in Berlin on May 2, where the "council of Brethren"

of the confessional synod of the German Evangelícal Church wrote a

l-etter to the Reích secretary of the Interior saying, "A compromise

between the differences of the "German christians" and the

confessional church is impossibTe. on the one hand, there is a

movement of power politics which is unecclesiasticaL in its ideas

and actions; on the other there is the will to renel^I the church

to the "German

a conference in
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according to its own nature." (Cochrane, p.1a0). They then called

for the revocation of laws that the Reich bishop and the Reich

Church had made which v¡ere unacceptable to the true, i.e.

Confessing, Church, and, as far as possibfe, for the reversal of

the disciplinary measures taken against protesters against the

Reich church. At this meeting they also planned for the

Confessíonal Synod to take place later in May in Barmen and for

Barth, Asmussen, and Breit be on a Theological Committee to write a

draft for the synod. (Cochrane, p.1,42)

The Barmen Decfaration (in cochrane, p. 237-243r, which was

the outcome of this synod on May 29,30, and 31, of 1'934, is

considered by many to be the most ímportant church document of this

period. It sought to show the itlegality of the actions of the

church government under the "German Christians" according to the

German Evangelical- Church Constitution of JuIy 14, 1933. It

professed to object specifically to the "German Christian"

leadership rather than the Hítler regime, but at the same time it

made clear that some of the violations of the "German Christians"

r^¡ere based on their misunderstanding of how much the state can

interfere with the church.

This document represents the the common convictions of the

members of the Confessing Church and is therefore to some extent a

minímal- statement. In asserting itself as the rightful German

Evangelícal Church, the goal of this Declaration was to find the

issues which the one hundred thirty-síx delegates-- fifty-three of

whom r,\rere laypeople-- from eighteen reqíonat churches' representíng

three different Confessions, could agree on. Therefore, al-l- the

extreme opinions were filtered out and several compromises were

made. But the synod was stilt able to produce a positive document
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based on scriptural passages which asserted what they believed to

be corrections to the recent errors of the church on christian

doctrine. The core of the document is Barth's writinq, and is

similar to his "Declaration Concerning the Right Understandíng of

the Reformation Confessions of Faíth.''

Later on, Barth wrote stronger statements directed aqainst

Nationat socíalism, such as the ones ín "The church and the

potitical Problem of our Day" (which I will discuss in another

section) . But ín L934 hís main concern was to set up the church in

a posítion of resistance to the false Church which was administered

by the Nazi Party and to produce a unified confession of faith

based on ScriPture.

Thefirstevangelica]-truthwhichitconfessesis:
,,ÏamthewâI,andthetruth,andthetife;nooneComesto

the Father, but by me.,, (.John 14 :6) ,,Tru7y, tru7y., I say to
Yout he who does not enter the sheepfoJd by the door but
clinbs in by another way, that man is a thief and a

robber....I am the aooi; if anyone entets by me, he wilf be

ís
to

and

saved. " (John 10:1,9)
,Jesus Christ. as'he is attested for us in Holy Scripture,

theoneWordotco¿whichwehavetohearandwhichwehave
trust and obeY in life and in death'

Werejectthefalsedoctrine,asthoughtheChurchcould
would have to acknowredge as a'source oi its proclamation'
apart from and besides úrti" one v'lord of God, still other
eventsandpowers,figuresandtruths,âSGod'srevelation.
Thisstatementisbasicallyare-assertionofthefirst

commandment,

However, ít

and Hitler's

and therefore is not a new message for christÍans '

is considered in líght of the attempts to deify Hitler

undertakingwhichhadgainedhugemomentuminGermany

at the tíme. It cites the

Hitler's deification.

first commandment as a tacít rejection of

The second statement is based on the verse from I Corinthian

I:30,,,ChristJesus,whomGodmadeourwisdom,ourrighteousness

and sanctification and tedemption." It stresses the teaching that
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christ is ,,God,s mighty c1aím upon our whole lifer" and that there

cannot be ,,other lords" through whom we could be justifíed and

sanctified. This is again the applicatÍon of a very fundamental

christian truth to a current misunderstanding: Apparent in this

article is the refutation of the Rengsdorf Theses' claim that

devotion to the Gospel does not preclude devotíon to the state '

The third statement follows closely Barth's earlier "Ríght

understandings,, whích defíne the church's purpose and cites the

passage':, "Rather, speaking the truth in 7ove, we are to grow up in

every way into him who js the head, into Christ, from whom the

whoTe body tisl joìned and knit together." (Eph. 4:15-16) ' It call-s

attention to the error invoved íf the church were to "abandon the

form of íts message and order to its own pleasure or to changes in

prevailing ideological and. political convictions. "

The fourth evangelical truth is:
,,YouknowthattheruJ-etsoftheGentiLesforditoverthem'

and theiî great men exercise authority over them' It shal-l not
be "o u^onlg you; but whoever woufd be great among you must be

yout servant. " (Matt ,20:25-26)
The various offices in the church do not establish a

dominion of some over the others; on the contrary, they are
for the exercise of the ministry entrusted to and enjoined
upon the whol-e congregation '

vüe reject the false doctrine, as though the church' apart
fromthisministry,couldandwerepermitted_to.giveto
itselfr or allow to be given to ít, special feaders vested
with ruling Po\^/ers '

This statement was necessary to clarify the unacceptableness of the

,,German Chrístians I I' actions in unsolicitedly f iring elected

members of the church government who they did not approve of. At

Barmen, the.re was a conscíous effort to be democratic ' They voted

on each addition to the document and made an effort to reach a

concensus. At the conclusion of the synod they formed an

eleven-member "council- of Brethren" to lead the church in its newly

declared indePendent status '
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Article five, based on the scriptural passage, "Fear God.

Honor the emperor" (1 Peter 2:I7), first posits the New Testament

definition of the function of the State, and the comments'

V,Ie reject the false doctriner âs though the State, over and
beyond its special commissì-on, should and could become the
siñg1e and totatítarian order of human life, thus fulfilling
the Church's vocation as weII.

Vùe reject the false doctriner âs though the Church' over
and beyond its special commission, should and could
appropiiate the characteristics, the tasks, and the dignity of
the State, thus itsel-f becoming an organ of the State . (241'
Cochrane)

Article síx is based on two passages | "Lo, I am with you

aLways, to the cfose of the aç[e." (Matt. 28:20) ttThe word of God is

not fettered." (II Tim. 2z9l It defines the New Testament

definition of the function of the Church and comments'

Vüe reject the false doctrine, as though the Church in human
arrogance could place the Vrlord and work of the Lord in the
service of any arbitrarily chosen desires, purposes, and
plans.

This Declaration is not ostensibly a political statement'

because it leaves out any specific critícism of the Nazi Party.

However, by clarífying the Church's prioritíes within the political

sphere, it sets up a sítuation for the Church to act potitically in

order to defend its claíms. The introduction to the articles

states, ', [. . . ] the Confessional Synod cal-l-s upon the congregrations

to range themselves behind ít in prayer, and steadfastly to gather

around. those pastors and teachers who are loyal to the

Confessions. " The Barmen Declaration functions, therefore, as the

"enabfing act" of political íntervention by the church.

Barth's abílity to formulate the basic points of the Barmen

Declaratíon and to play a leading role in defending the Confessing

Church agianst the "German Christians" had its source in his

thorough knowledge of Scripture and hís cl-ear understandíng of

protestant Christianity. The cultivation of this understanding
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began with hls project of wrítíng his first major work, the

Commentary on the Epíst1e of Paul to the Romans, which was the

outcome of his effort, to view his culture from a Scriptural

perspective. Because of thís effort, he was able to recognize that

"German Christlan" ldeology obscured the God of the BíbIe ín order

to replace his authority with theír own.

(

(_,
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The Commentary on Paul's Epístle to tlre Romans

Barth's commentary on PauI's Epistl-e tO the Romans first

appeared ín 1-9L8, during the períod of his pastorship in the swiss

índustrial village of safenwíI from 191-l- through L92L' Before thís'

he had worked as a vicar in a church ín Geneva, where he was able

to observe the poverty among the proletariat and the degenerate

socíal condítions in the city which htere the products of

industrialization. At this point, he was considered to be a

activist ín the "religious-socialist" movement; he spoke critícaIly

of capitalism and discussed the Biblical ideas within a social

democratic víew of how society should be constructed' He criticized

the church for its historical position regarding social misery:

,,She lthe church] has accepted social mísery as an accomplíshed

fact in order to tatk about the spirit, to cultivate the inner

tife, and to prepare candidates for the kingdom of heaven' That 1s

the great, momentous apostacy of the christian church, her apostacy

from Christ." (in Hunsinger, p'26)

Barth,s concern at this tíme was to convey the idea that if

one considers Christ's message and allows himself to be affected by

the message of the Gospel, h€ will- consequently be concerned with

an improvement of society, towards the model that democratic

socialism prescribes.

[,Jesus] worked from the internal to the external-' He created
nehr men in order to create a ner^¡ worrd. rn this direction the
present-daysocialdemocracystillhasinfiniteJ-ymuchto
Iearn f rom ,Jesus. It must .ó*e to the insight that we f irst
need men of the future to create the state of the future, not
the reverse. But regarding the goal, social democracy is one

with Jesus: It has taken úp the convictíon that social misery
ought not to be with a vigär which-has not been seen since the
time of Jesus. (in Hunsinger, P'28)

Toward thís end, Barth worked actively to further a more socialist

organization of the community: he organized strikes, helped form
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labor unions, was for a period a member of the Social Democratic

Party, and spoke publicly wíth the intention of stirring up debate

over the moral legitimacy of a system of capítalism and prívate

property.

VühíIe carrying out this political activity, Barth undertook to

write a theological work. The fact that thís work emerged from his

politically active period is no indication that he gave up his

concerns about the social conditions of his time in order to study

theology. Rather, it shows how thoroughly Barth considered the

Bible to be entirely relevant to his times. Atthough he chose to

write about Paul-, thís project included the recognition of the

ímportance of thoroughly studying the OId and New Testaments ' In

the introduction to his later A Shorter commentary on Romans, Barth

cites Luther's remark about the letter and agrees with him:

t. . . I it appears as if in this Epistle Saint Paul desires to
give a sfroit summary of the whole of Christian and evangelical
áoctrine and providã an access to the who1e of the Old
Testament. foi there is no doubt that he who carries this
Epistle in hís heart carries the light and power of the ol-d
Testament. with hím. Every Christian ought therefore to know
this Epistle and study it persistently' (l-963, p'1-2)

Barth's commentary, which he appropriately concedes to be a

"preliminary undertakingr" (1932, P.2) is the outcome of a close

reading of and thorough attempt at understandíng Paul's teaching,

which l-eads to the conclusion that 'rAs a Prophet and Apostle of the

kingdom of God, he veritably speaks to all men of every age' t ' ' ' l

If we ríghtly understand ourselves, our problems are the problems

of paul; and if we be enlightened by the brightness of hís answers'

those ansvlers must be ours." (1932' P.1)

This realization can be recognized in Barth's other writing of

that period. In september of l-919 he gave a lecture called "The

Christian's ptace in Society" at the Conference of Religious and
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Social Relations in Tambach. Here one main emphasis was on the

current social and political situation ín theunderstandíng the

context of faith:

we must understand our times and their signs, and also
understand ourselves in our own strange unrest and agitiatíon'
To understand means to have the ínsight of God that all of
this must be just as it is and not otherwise. To understand
means to take the whol-e situation upon uS in the fear of God'
and in the fear of God to enter into the movement of the era'
t. . .l For we know that it is in this God-given unrest which
brings us into critical opposition to lífe that the most
co.s[,rr.rctíve and f ruitful work conceivable is done. God judges
the worl-d by setting over and against it his own

righteousneis. t. . . j To understand the meaning of our tímes in
Goá, to enter into God-given restlessness and into critical
oppä"ition to life, is lo give meaning to our.times in God.
fäi giving contrasts with all the theories which attempt to
paltiate ãnd explain a reality; it is the power of God upon
èarth; it makes new." (L928, P.294)

This "critical opposition to liferr is a perspective which does not

consume the indívidual- wíth himself, but rather Leads him to the

questíon of his role and responsibility in a larger context; in his

community. Tt confronts him not with the issue of his personally

alíenated situation, but with all- of humanity's alienation. I'There

can be no awakening of the soul which ís anything but a

'sympathetic shouldering of the cares of the whole generation. '

This awakening of the soul is the vivifying movement of God into

history or into consciousness, the movement of Life into life."

(1,928, p.2901

This emphasis on social activíty does not, however, bríng

theology "do\nIn" to the same level as political thought and

organization, and the two do not merely supplement each other' The

broader depth of theology is affirmed:

Vüe shall have to remember that the relation between God and
the world is so thoroughly affected by the resurrection' and
the place we have takeñ in christ over against life is so
uniqüe and pre-eminent, that we cannot limit our conception of
the kingdom to reform movements and social revolutions in the
usual narrol¡¡er sense. A protest against a particular sociaf
order, to be sure, is an integral moment in the kingdom of God
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l. . .l . But it is afso a blundering and godless time when

christ is thought of as a savior t oT rather .Tudge' wh9 up to
that hour for éotn" incomprehensible reason has kept hímself
concealed, and is nor^r emerging into this sin-stríken world for
the first time. The kingdom oi eod does not begín with our
movements of protest. Iú is the revolutíon which is before all
revolutions, as it is before the whole prevailing order of
things. (L928, P.298)

For this reason, a contribution to the correct handling of

theology is at the Same time a contríbution to an ímproved socíety '

Barth's preface to the second, thoroughly re-written edítion of the

commentary on Romans in 1922 explains this '

The book does not claim to be more than fragments of a

conversation between theologians. t. . . I Those who urge uS to
shake ourselves free from theology and to think-- and more
particularly to speak and write-- only what is ímmediately
intelligible to the general public seem to me to be suffering
from a liir,¿ of hysteiía and to be entirely without
discernment. rs ít not preferable that those who venture to
speak in public, or to write for the public, should first seek
a better 'un¿erslanding of the theme they wish to propound?
t. . . I Some of us t. . . i are persuaded that the question, What

are we to say? is an importànt one, particularly when the
majority are prepared .L at,y moment Lo lift up their voices irr
the street. trne- readers...i must expect nothing but theology.
Íf, in spite of this warning, it should stray into the hands

of some who are not theologians, I shatl be especially
pleased. For I am altogethet petsuaded that the matters of
which it treats and thã questions whích it raises do in fact
concern everyone. t...1 If I be not mistaken t"'l we

theologíans -serve the iuy*u. best 
, 
when we refuse to have hím

especiátly in mind, and when we simply líve on our o\^Int as

enèty honãst laborer must do. (1'932, P'4)

Barth was conscientious in his theological method' In 191-9 a

pamphlet called christentum und KuJ-tur was published in Germany

which included writings by Franz overbeck, who had died in 1905 '

Hoskyns (the translator of Barth's revised edition of Romans into

English) summarizes the thesis of this pamphtet to be' "A1l

Christian theology, from the Patristic Age onward, is unchristian

and satanic, for it draws christianit.y into the sphere of

civilization and culture, and thereby denies the essentíaJ-1y

eschatological character of the Christian religion." (Barth, L932,

p.3) Barth, along with Thurneyson, took this criticism seriously,
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and says, after rewriting the first edition of the book, "This

warning I have first applied to myself, and then dírected upon the

enemyr. (Lg32t p.3) referring to those who obscure the study of

theology by asking questions which further a misunderstanding of

Chrístían faith. This conflict. among theologians in that period

regarding the purpose and appropriate applícation of theology was

intensified by Barth's project of writing about Romans with

Overbeck's contention in mind. He comments on it retrospectively in

his 1,932 preface to the Engtish edítion:

Theology is mjnjsterjum verbi dir¡jni. Tt is nothing more nor
Less. The conflict in which we have been engaged in Germany
for the past ten years revolves round the apprehension of this
truth. lty purpose ín permittíng this commentary upon the
Epistfe ót- paut to the Romans to appear in English is to
summon an ever increasing number of men to engage themselves
in this conflict. (L932' P.x)

The ob ject j-ons to the book demanded a cl-arif ication of Barth's

purposes in biblícaI commentary. In the preface to the third

edition, Barth responds to the historical biblical criticism schoof

of approaching a text with the intention of evaluating the biblicaÌ

author's exposition of ideas. He refers to the "Either,/Or" which

determínes a conmentator's approach to a bibl-ical- passage: either

the commentator is completely "loyal" to the author or he is

suspicious and stands apart from him and must develop a system of

deciphering in which places the author ís "correct. " Barth rejects

the validity of, the possibility of success in, and the

meaningfulness of the latter approach. "Anything short of utter

Ioyalty means a commentary ON Paul's Epíst1e to the Romans' not a

commentary VüITH hím-- even to his last word." (L932' P.18) He then

explains this view:

t. . . I can the spirit of christ be thought of as standing in
ine npistte sidè by side with "other" spirits and in
competition with them? It seems to me impossible to set the
spírit of chrÍst-- the veritable subject-matter of the
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Epistte-- over against the other spirits, in such a manner as
tó deal out praise to some passages, and to depreciate others
where paul iÈ not controlled by his true subject-matter.
Rather, it is for us to perceive and to make clear that the
whole is pl-aced under the KRISIS of the Spirit of Chríst. The
whole is litera, that is, voices of those other spírits. The
problem is whether the whole must not be understood ín
relation to the true subject-matter which is-- The Spirit of
Christ. This ís the problem which provides aim and purpose to
our study of the Litera. (L932, P.16-1-7)

This relation between human speech and the absolute Word of

God is one which the "Dialectical theologiansrr of the period

addressed rígorously. Their goal hras to make more people realize

that the Biblica1 God who is separated from man by an inconceivable

abyss, is-- despite the separation and the unknowabl-eness--

al-I-encompassíng1y relevant and existentialÌy urgent for us. In

"The Christian's Place in Socíety" Barth says'

our concern is God, the movement originating in God' the
motion which he lends us-- and it is not religion. t...1 The
so-called "religious experíence" j-s a wholIy derived,
secondary, fragmentary form of the divine. Even in its highest
and purest examples, it is form and not content. Our
interpretatíon of the Bible and of the history of the church
has tão long directed its efforts to the consideratíon of
types of godliness. we shalt turn av/ay today entirely from
form. The Immediate, the Original, is never experienced as
form . (1-928, p.285)

Barth exerts himself to communicate this God must bethat

the

the

unknown and that the only way God can be legítirnate God ís if

he defies human attempts to make him into advocate of their

ambitíon. He warns against the assumptions that people make

of having to use conventional language to speak

asa
aboutconsequece

God. This

not.

situation requíres strong admonitíon aqainst what God is

No divinity remaining on this side of the l-ine of
resurrectión; no divlnity which d.well-s in temples made with
hands or which is served by the hand of man; no díviníty whích
NEEDS ANYTHINGT ânY human propaganda, --can be God. God is the
unknown God, and precisely because He is unknou¡n, He bestows
life and breath on all things. (1'932' p.35)

The independence, the freedom of God to be the judge, instead
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of the tool, of humanity, is what enables God to have a

confrontational relationship to humanity, ínstead of functioning

merely as a sanction from "above, " which does nothing to counteract

the condítion of original sin.

For Barth, there is perhaps no more inescapable fact

concerning our exístence than our fallen state. The fact that it is

discussed most often in the context of religion does not mean that

it is merely a concept limited to the field of religion: "Sín is

not one possibilíty among others. We do not escape from sin by

removing ourselves from religion and takíng up with some other and

superior thing-- íf indeed that l4tere possíbfe." (1932, p.24I) Our

condition is reflected not only in each individual but also in the

history of human civilizatíon.
There is no arrangement of affairs or deportment of behavior,
no disposition of mind or depth of feeling, no intuition or
understandíng, which is, by its own virtue, pleasing to God.
Men are men, and they belong to the world of men: "That which
is born of the flesh is fIesh." (1'932, P.56)

"Fleshiness" ís inescapable, and, in the end, ímpossibl-e to ignore.

AIl of humanity's production must by definition be pervaded by ít,

and therefore "the righteousness of men Ís vul-nerable even in its

own home.r' (L932, þ,761 . Because of this fact, human beings cannot

be in a proper relationship to God unless they first abandon their

or4rn personal pursuit of righteousness apart from God. "since power

belongs only to God, it is the tragic story of every man of God

that he has to contend for the right of God by placing himself in

the wrong. Thís must be so if the men of God are not to usurp the

place of God." (t932, p.57) This is what Barth cal1s the "Krisis"

of man's relationship with God. If God is not to be merely a

construct based on human characteristics, then the real God can

not be consistent with human characteristics. By acknowledging the
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righteousness of God, individuals relinquish the possibility of

their own achievement of an equivalent ríghteousness.

Barth cites Jesus' sacrifice as the ultimate example of the

relinquishment of self-attained righteousness, in that

t. . . I there is no conceivable human possibility of which He

did not rid Himself. t . . . I His greatest achíevement is a

negative achievement. t. . .l "My God, my God, why hast thou
forsaken me?,' Nevertheless, precisely in this negation, He is
the fulfílment of every possinitíty of human progress, as the
Prophets and the Law conóeive of progress and evofution t ' ' ' I '
(L932 ' P. 97 )

It is assumably these such passages in Barthrs commentary on

Romans that caused some to react defensively to Barth's exposition.

In the preface to the third ed.ítionr wê learn that "the literary

organ of the Dutch Reformed Church is outraged by the 'negative'

character of the book, and its readers are I^¡arned to 'exercise

qreat care in usíng itr' since it is 'foreign to theír piety'"'

(1,932, p.201

It is this "peity, " however, which causes one to remaín

content with his religiousness instead of being shaken and provoked

by it, which Barth rejects as false belíef. "'Faith' is never

identical with 'pietyr' however pure and delicate." (L932' P'40)

When piety and other sígns of righteousness serve as expressions of

religiousness, religion becomes unconfrontational. It functions

merely as a condonation of humanity's tendency not to face the

problem of its relation with God. Barth ís suspicious of all

outward appearances pointing to "religiousness. " Anything which is

primarily an "experienge" or a "feeling" of some suppOsedly holy

reatity can not be called Christianity. These experíential

phenomena can be psychologically explained away. The life of Jesus

Christ can not.

The consequences of the loss of awareness of the dialectical
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nature of faíth are serious. Barth's comment on Paults verse, "Even

as they refused to have God in their knowledge, " follows, "That is

to say, they became no longer capable of serious awe and amazement.

They became unable to reckon wíth anything except feelings and

experiences and events. They think onty in terms of more or less

spiritual sophistry, wíthout light from above or from behind. "

(1932, p.53)

This pseudo spirítualism is destructive in two l^lays: First,

when individuals are not affected by the presence of an objective

and absolute judging God, they lack an ultimate value according to

which they must maintain their integrity. rrMen have imprisoned and

encased the truth-- the righteousness of God; they have t.rimmed it

down to their ov¡n measure, and thereby robbed it of its

significance." (1"932, P.45) They lack the ability to consider the

"truth" as being something which extends beyond their lives.

Second, it inevitably leads to the disintegration of the social

organization.
principalities and powers, formerly but seldom exalted to the
throne, are Soon established there, encircled with a halo of
erzer_l.asting power and divinity (i.20) . The creator, the
eternal Archetype, meanwhile grows ever more and more
"abstract, 'r "theorectical, " insignificant, and unloved. t. . .l
The only reality, the unknown, living God, appears nebulous'
problematical, and unreal, whereas the wor1d, separated from
ttim, and men, unbroken by any memory of Him, appear in a
nimbus of security, necessity, and rea]ity. The world is
worshipped and served-- if it be necessary, quite apart
from its Creator . (1'932, P.52)

When one thinks of the language and the propaganda of the "German

Christiansr" one can appreciate in the above quotation Barth's

success in attempting to understand his times through a reading of

PauI.

Another factor that points to the confrontational role of God

is that he cannot be rationally constructed or explained. "The true
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God, Himself removed from al-l concretion, is the OrígÍn of the

KRISIS of every concrete thing, the ,Judge, the negation of this

world in which is included also the god of human logic." (L9321

p,B2) This attitude toward reason put an end to the trend in the

eíghteenth and nineteenth centuries of making Chrístian faith

amenable to those who only accepted propositions which could be

reasonably explained. Inc]uded in Barth's rejection of the

ínterpretation of Christianity as a rational school- of thought is a

rejection of the ultimate rationality of human beings. Barth bases

this rejection on his understanding that faith, which is

irrational, is the ultimate act of human l-ife. Humanity has no

justificatÍon of its own; it's only possible justification comes

from God, whose will is completely free and is undecipherable by

human Iogic. To concern oneseLf wíth rational systems and

explanations is to misunderstand the uníqueness of Christianity.

Their [i.e. the men who wrote the Bibte, and those who agree
with them and quote their wordsl theme-- and it is the proper
theme of history-- ís not connected wíth denying or affirmíng
what men are IN THEMSELVES; it is concerned with the
perception of the uncertainty of men in relation to what they
are not, that is to sâY, in their relation to God who is their
eternal Origin. (L932t p.87)

One reason why a refutation of God's limitation to rational

definition also implies a rejectíon of human rational-ity is that

the one real connection we have to God is based on an irrational

human act:

Only for those who belive is it fthe Gospel] the power of God
unto salvatìon. It can therefore be neither directly
communicated nor dírectty apprehended. Christ hath been
appointed to be the Son of God-- accotding to the Spitit
t1-.¿l . "NoÌnr, Spirít is the deniaf of direct immediacy. rf
Christ be very God, He must be unknown, for to be known
directly is the characterístic mark of an idol. " (Kierkegaard)
So new, so unheard of, so unexpected in this world is the
po\^rer of God unto salvation, that it can appear among us, be
received and understood by us, only as contradiction. The
Gospel does not expound or recommend itself. It does not
negòtiate, plead, threatent or make promises. (1932, p.38)
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Again, the

the Gospel is
grasp

pursue

confrontational aspect, the ner^rness of the message of

not Iíke a neÌ^r, foreign experíence which might only

us ín a moment when we are wíIling to be spontaneous and

the exotíc. It is rather the discovery of what Barth calls

our "Prima1 Originr " which affects us exístentíal1y.

We know that God is He whom we do not know, and that our
ignorance is precisely the problem and the source of our
knowledge. t...1 The recognition of the absoLute heteronomy
under which we stand is itsel-f an autonomous recognition; and
this is precisely that which may be known of God. When we
rebelf we are in rebellion not against what is foreign to us
but agaínst that which is most intimately ours, not against
what ís removed from us but against that which lies at our
hands. (L932, p.46)

Here Barth formulates the basis for the claim that Chrístianity is

the only true relígion and that its precepts are pertinent to all

people I s lives. Human beings l4tere created by God with the ability

to recognize that their l-ives apart from God are insignificant.

Human nature was formed with the recognition that human limitation

is bridged by Godts extention. This is the source of humanity's

innate religiousness.

The fact that the object of our faith is objective allows for

it to be a "stumbling block" (1932, p.98), but this does not by any

means make it obscure. On the contrary, it is the penetration of

God's presence which stirs people to take a more actíve

responsibility toward their Iífe.

The more men are ar^tare of their own insecurity and find
themselves, under the poignant ínfluence of Christianity'
unable to kick against the pricks and to forget that they are
men, the more is their attention fixed upon the world by which
they are encompassed, the more certainly do they recognize
theír solídarity wíth it, and the more passionately do they
seek to penetrate its secrets . (1'932' p.306)

Barth takes pains to eliminate misconceptíons about faith. He

deaLs with the contradiction inherent in the idea that an eternaf

God can be related to a human beíng restricted by temporalíty. The
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incompatibility of these two vantage points requires that human

beings extend their understanding of conventional temporal schemes,

and view faith as a non-temporal "Momentr rr which "does not belong

in any causaL or temporal- or logical sequence." (L932, p.II2)

Importantly, " [. . ] no comparison between the rMoment' and works

which are done either before or after it ís possible. The Being and

Action of God are and remain wholly different from the being and

action of men. r' (L932, p.111)

Barth comments on the verse from chapter seven, rrFor apart from

the law sin ís dead. And I was alive apart from the 1aw once."

The words .r was al-ive can no more refer to the historical past
than can the words we shalJ- l-ive (vi.2, &c. ) to some historícal-
future; the reference is to that life which is primal and
non-hístorical, just as the previous reference was to that
Iífe which is also finat and non-historical. There is no
question here of contrasting a particular epoch in the l-ife of
a single individual, past or future. The passages refer to
that timeless age to which all men belong. (1932, p.248)

From this it is clear that attitudes and works can never

determine or further the occurrence of the "Moment" of revelation,

but there ís a basic requirement on the part of humanity: death.

Not physical, temporal death, but the termination of the

possibility that we can tive other than ín God.

When we ask what it is that directs us towards that lost' but
recoverable life in God, standing as we do within the world of
time and things and men, there is but one possible ansvrer: r,,re

are d.irected by the commandment, by our capacity for religion,
by a vast critical negation-- in fact' by the recognítion that
we must die. (1932, p.25I)

ít is because of this requirement that "religion is an abyss:And

ír is terror. " (1932, p.253)

Is it because of the morbidity of this perspective that the

Dutch were so taken aback? Is such a morbid perspective really

necessary? It ís neceassary if the Gospel ís not to be merely a

relígion among religions, to have the status that Barth claims for
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it-- the "question-mark against aII truths." (L932, P.35) If its

purpose is to scream out the ultÍmate existential questÍons which

affect all people, everywhere, in every historical period, then it

must speak penetratingly about death.

Abraham beJ-ieved. t. . .l As a belíever Abraham is what he is.
In what he is-- Seer, spiritual and moral hero-- his faith--
that is to Sây, what he ís not-- miracle, the new worId, God--
is made manifest. If the line of death-- hís human
disestabtishment through his establishment by God-- be removed
from Abrahamts faith, its whole significance is removed. For
faith would then become no more than a subjective human act'
and would be depressed to the l-evel of other relative and
precarious human actions. Abraham ceases to be Abraham, íf his
life be not the conseguence of his death. (1932, p.121-)

Any ínitial offence at the apparent severity of this language must

be fo]lowed by the realization that it is a more positive attitude

to thínk of retigion being terror and God being mercíful' than the

other way around. Even though hre are unríghteous, our "discord" is

"penetrated by the undertones of the divine melody 'Neverthel-ess "'
(Romans 95) Thís is what gives Christians a sense of hope.

The Barthian meanÍng of Chrístian hope can be understood in

relation to the doctrine of "Doubfe Predestinatíon"-- God from his

eternal standpoint havíng the pol^¡er to eLect and re ject. Barth

exptains this doctrine more as an illustration than an actual-

demonstration of God's free status-- as unaffected by human

occurrances, actions, and. intentions. His position as the ultimate

judge who is beyond human influence, is what moves humans to

worshíp God. His measures of eternal predestínation are the

expression of his impenetrabiJ-ity, and "thereby aJ-1 our religious

and moral ideas are thrown about headlong, like trees in a

futurístic painting." (1932, p.349) This aspect of God is the

constant reminder that \^¡e can not have our way with himr \4re can not

fígure him out So aS to be capable of using hím to our advantage.

This condítion is, however, a frustration or a disappoíntment
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only for someone who is "wedded to his own righteousness." (1"932,

p.350) It forces us to recognize that God's ríghteousness in
eternity is more that just a glorified extention of our ov¡n finite
ideas about righteousness. "The witl of God is not some good thing,

operating independently, to which God is subject. His will is
rather the source and sanction of all good, and it ís good only

because it ís what he wills, " (1"932, p.350) -- not because it is
consistent with our definition of good.

Eternal predestínatíon is another reminder that we have to be

av¡are of our limited perspective of temporality. Outside the

framework of the "Moment" of revelation, one must resort to the

categories of election and rejection. However, when considered with

regard to the "Momentr " the díchotmy is not as simplífied. "The

secret of eternal, twofold predestination t. . . I concerns not this
or that man, but al1 men. By it men are not divided, but united. In

its presence they all stand in one line-- for ,Jacob j-s always Esau,

and in the eternal I'Moment" of revelatíon Esau is also Jacob."

(Romans 3471 It is in this way that one must understand eternal

predestination, rather than wrestle wíth the probl-em that an

eternal condition can be applied to a fínite subject. Because of

the way God has revealed himself to usr i,rê know of the "victory of

election over rejection t. . . l, but this victory is hidden from us

in every moment of time." (1,932, p.347)

It is again the rejection that we perceive from our vantage

point that leads us to the awareness of the justice of God. "He

rejects, IN ORDER THAT He may el-ect." (1932, p.350) He rejects our

righteousness only to remind us of his superior righteousness.

" [. . . ] yet we obey, because this harsh God is much more than

harsh." (1932, p.351-) Resting on this, the hope of Christían faith
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is a unique hope, and is wefl-grounded because it has first been

rigorously tested.

Men encounter the possibility of election only in the form of
a promise. Adventurous belief ís required of them. They
possess no guarantee or earnest, save the earnest of the
'spirit an¿ of faith, which is itsef the hazard. Isaac means
rlaughter,,. At what, then, do men laugh? And why?.Laughter is

"""pÉicism 
with regard to the impossible possibility and

enthusiasm for the possible impossibility. (L932, p.344)

ïn addition to his discussíon of faith, Barth also ctarífies the

meaning of religíon and the role of the church. ReJ-igíon is both

the means by which we are led to God and the means by which \^¡e are

prevented from acknowledging the true God. Religion and revel-ation

are two entirely different things, and only when one realizes the

particular limitation of religíon over and against revelation' is

he exposed, through the perception of that limitation, to the full

implícations of revelation.

The true reality of aII Ímpressions of revelation consists in
their being sigis, witnessès, types, recollections, and
sign-posts to ihe Re.telation itËeff, which 1íes beyond actual
r"áfity. Abraham particípated also in thís typical concrete
world: in Circumcision, in the Church, and in Religion.
círcumcísion appeared necessaríIy, as a physical reminder to
IsraeI of its äivinely appointed particularity. Israel was

purified and sanctified ãË tne elect people of God. Religion
is the unavoidable reflectÍon in the SouI-- ín experience-- of
the miracle of faith which has occurred to the soul. The

church, from which we can never escape, is the canalízation in
hístory of that divine transaction in men which can never
become a matter of history. The distinction between the moral
and actual content of religion and the divíne form by whích it
is given character and meañing ís absolute and final. (1932,
p.129)

Barth emphasizes these thing as signsr âs reminders, as things

which lack any extraordinary ontologíca] status. Religion'

circumcision, and the church are all anihitated at the poínt of the

establ-ishment of the kingdom of God. They are fundamentally

incompatible with revelation, but without them, we would be

unattuned to our dependence on God'

Herewehavereachedthemeaníngofretigion.Inthe
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inexorable reality (vii. 7b-1-l-) of this supreme human
possibility sin is shown forth as the power which reigns
witfrín tne closed circle of humaníty. Nevertheless, its po\¡¡er
is bounded by the freedom of God, of God Himse1f, and of God
alone. But it has no other boundary. Thís is the meaning of
the law: it sharpens our intelligence that we may perceive
(vii. 6) the sheer impossiblity of our attaining that freedom
from the law, that service in nepyness of the spirit, at which
we have gazed-- outside the frontiers of religion. (19321
p.257 )

The church has an especially complex function and value,

becauser oD the one hand, it cannot avoid offering itself in its

"thingness. rr The immedíacy of God is lost when it is communicated

through the earthly church, where "faíthr hope, and fove are

directly possesed, and the kingdom of God directly awaited, with

the result that men band themselves together to inaugurate it, as

though it slere a THING which men could have and work for." (1932|

p.332) Typicatly, the church functions I'for the benefit of those

who cannot live with the Living God, and yet cannot live without

God (the Grand Inquisitor ! ) . " (L932, p.332) It is the compensation

in the world for the ungraspabl-eness of the free God.

The tend.ency of the church to remaín too heavily grounded in

this-worldly conceptions in its proclamation of the Word is not a

reason to disavow its potential to function as a unique

institution. It has a responsibility to a divine calling, but it is

constituted of human beings who tend to clíng to their conventional

framework. "Characteristic of men is a tenacious, profitless

opposition to God. And this also is characteristic of the church."

(L932, p.390) This ís inescapable. We are faLlen and are unable to

adequately speak about the truth. However, this does not mean that

vre should cease to speak at all. "The bearer of revelation himself

Iives of the recognition that God ís declared lby him] to be God by

his [own] inadequacy." (1932, P.80) The authors of the Bib1e speak

in spite of this, and attempt to accomodat.e for their inadequacy by
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using parables.

The paradox of the final, despaíríng inadequacy of human
speech as a medium for expressing the Truth is a parable of
the absolute miracle of the Spirit. Our almost intolerably
one-sided and narrow-minded presentation of the thought of
eternity, which we can avoid only by talking about-- something
else, is, nevertheless, a parable of the viol-ent and direct
cl-aim eternity imposes upon us. (1"932, p.333)

Because we know that, even includíng faithful men, "evey man Iis

found to bel a liar" (1932, P.80) when his words are set against

the Vrlord of God, hre have no authority to condemn the church for

being guilty and not livíng up to its responsibility of adequately

communicating the message of God's revelation. We must accept the

church because it ís a reflection of ourselves. Given all of its

"tribuLation" and all of its "guiltr " the church is also that

institution which is able to point beyond itself. This is why ít

deserves our participation.

Barth conceives of the church as dívided into two parts: the

"Church of Esau" and the "Church of Jacob, " the first being the

world1y, historical church and the second being the non-historicaÌ'

ideal church, which the historícal church can only try'

inadequately, to reflect. The supreme expression of this j-nadequacy

is the crucífixion of Christ. "The Church seeketh after God; and

when it meets Him, BeÍng unable to comprehend Him, it rejects Him.

But when this catastrophe is recognized, the reconcifing of the

worJ-d with God occurs. rr (1'932, p.406)

our activity within the church must center around the

ramifications of the complexity, rather than the simplicity' of the

difference between Jacob and Esau.

The very life of Esau, questionable as it is, depends upon
.lacob; and he is Esau only because he is not-,Jacob. This beíng
sor all problems concerned with the purification of the Church
of Esau from its many corruptions are altogether secondary;
t. . . I OnIy one thing can cause us great sorrow and unceasing
paìn (ix. 2) z and that is the rugged problem as to whether the
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theme of the Church does anything more than disclose the
deceitfulness of men. Does it also disclose the Truth of God?
Have we l-ost the Church of ,Jacob? Or do we possibly' in some
way or other, actually belong to the impossible' unknown, and
invisible Church? t. . . I our duty ís to take seriously to heart
the known tribulation of the Church, and to wrestle wíth God,
the God of Jacob t I wiJ-l- not J-et thee go, except thou bJess
me. (L932, p.343)

Instead of rejecting the church as unpure' we give it our

reseved af f irmation and committment. V'Ie acknowledge our own

tribualtion and guíIt in accepting that of the church, but afso

submit ourselves and the church to the judgement of God. "This Ít

is-- and here the Church is handled most severely-- which frees

from guilt the man who proclaims the Word of God in the Church

agaínst the Church. For in acting thus, h€ ís himself most hardly

hir of ä11. " (1,932, p.371)

Barth's concluding statements about the church are important

in regard to his further work for whích his commentary on Romans

was a basis and an introduction. Because this book was largely a

protest about the way theology had been considered for many

qenerations preceeding Barth, it might have risked being only a

criticism without a positíve alternative. But Barth succeeds in

expressing the rrNo I I' in his understanding without being paralízed

by it. He offers a view of the purpose of the Church and religíon

which is pregnant with admonitions but which nevertheless is a

recognition of the potential good whích it might realize. He does

not lose sight of the goal of human beings to dispossess themsel-ves

of their il-lusions. By maintaining a positive attitude of hope, hê

offers a description of Christian faith which is fulfilting.
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Church and State

Barthrs f93B essay, "Church and Stater" of whích the lítera1

translation is ".Tustificatíon and Law, " explains the basis on which

al-L of his political work is founded, and gíves the reasons for his

actions against the Nazi State. The essay Ís a response to what he

considers to be a shortcoming in the l-iterature of the Reformation

concerning the Church's rel-ationship to the State, whích, as he

understands, resulted from an attitude toward the relationshíp

between church and state in terms of human justice rather than

dívine justification. Barth considers the Reformers' perspectíve of

the state and church to be "side by side, " that they concej-ved of

"sterile and dangerous separations" (Herberg, p.105) between these

two realms. Barth's main criticísm of the Reformers ís that they

based their understanding "not on the Gospe1 but on the law. "

(p.1-04) His claim is that the Reformers only dealt with the easy

questions regarding this relationship:

The fact that both realities exist: divine justification and
human justice, [. . . ] -- all this has been clearly and
powerfully emphasized for us by the Reformers. And they took
great pains to make it cfear that the two are not in conflict'
but that they can very well exist side by side, each being
competent in its own sphere. t . . . I Clearly we need to know not
only that the two are not in conflict, but fÍrst and foremost,
to what extent they are connected. 1p.102)

In trying to compensate for the lack of attention to this issue on

the part of the Reformers, Barth begins with the question , "Is

there an actual, and therefore inward and vital, connection between

these two realms?" (p.106) Being the conscientious theologian that

he is, he looks to the New Testament for an ans\^Ier.

He considers the Jesus-Pilate episode as an example of t.he

rel-ation between justice and justification. The state-- the

administer of justice, rightly has jurisdiction over Jesus-- not to
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decide whether he is the true Son of God, for "to the questíon of

truth, the State is neutralr" 1p.11-0) but to decíde whether he is

disturbing the law and order, whether he is a menace or criminal

who needs to be controlled. The state has a right, granted by God,

to thís authoríty. However, the State's criteria for measuri-ng

whether or not someone is justified are not sufficíent for all-

sítuations, and the scene of ,Jesus' persecution is an exampfe of

the shortcomings of the state in dealing with a matter of a complex

truth. In Pilate's opinion, ,Jesus was not a guilty man, and did not

deserve to be crucified, but because of the pressure from the

throngs, because he felt no one else agreed with him, he al-l-owed

the crowds to decide, and gave up his right to use his God-ordained

State pohrer to assert what he considered to be true justice.

Tn this encounter of Pilate and ,Jesus the "demonic" State does
not assert itself too much but too little; it is a State whích
at the decisive moment fails to be true to itself. Is the
State here an absolute? If only Pilate had taken himself
absolutely seriousl-y as a representative of the State he woul-d
have made a dif ferent use of his por^¡er. Yet the fact that he
used it as he did could not alter the fact that this pov/er \^¡as

really given hím " f rom above . " (p . 1 l-3 )

But the State is not capable of asserting true justíce. That

is where the corresponding act of God comes, and must come only

from God. If the State htere capable of upholding true justice,

there would be no need for God. However, the events of revelation

point to the shortcomíngs of the state and of human justice.

Even at the moment when Pilate (stifl in the garb of justíce!
and in the exercise of the power gíven him by God) allowed
injustice to run its course, he was the human created
instrument of that justificatíon of sinful man that v/as
completed once for all time through that very crucifíxion.
1p.11-0)

Because of this, the rol-e of

closely connected with

the state in carrying out justice is

acts of justíficatíon.

to judge any given situation ís

Godrs

stateThe abilíty of the
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l-ímited by its lack of the knowledge whích God has. But as the

formal representation of the sinfulness of man, as the

instítutíonalÍzation of man's separation from God, it provídes the

situation to whích God then responds. In releasing Barabbas and in

crucifying Jesus, the crowd was only carryíng out their stonqest

human characteristic, to which the State conformed. But this led'

with the mercífulness of God, to the redemption of aLl humanity.

Therefore Barth sees the authority of the State as closely

connected to the acts of God: " [. . . ] humanly speaking, the Roman

governor became the virtual founder of the Churchr" (p.l-l-1) because

it r^ras píIate's restriction of the State's potentíal- supremacy ín

maintaining justíce which led to the intercession of dívine

justice.

This is also a reflection of the fact that justice can not

lead to justification. It is again the confrontational aspect, the

revolutionaty aspect of divine revelation which cal-l-s into question

human justice. Given the confrontationat aspect of the Gospel, it

would have been Ímpossible for the crowds to do anything el-se

besides reject ,Jesus and feel compelled to put a stop to his

preaching. .fesus' role includes his inability to be compatible with

the system of justice in the wor1d. It is because human justice is

not pure that divine jusification ís made manifest.

Barth goes on to comment on the relationship between Church

and State from the creatíon to the coming of the kingdom. One

problem he sees with having too narrol^I a perspective on the simpJ-e

separation between Church and State is the consequent

misunderstandíng of the eschatology of the state. Barth considers

the concept of the final- "annihilation" of the state to be false'

and based on a non-contextuaf translation of 1 Corinthians ]-5:.242
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"Then comes the end, when he delivers the kingdom to God the Father

after destroying every rule and every authority and power." Barth

points out that " [. . . ] immediately afterwards, in verse 25, the

passage runs: 'He must reign till He hath put all His enemies under

His feett-- that is, til] He has sovereign por^rer over them."

1p.1r6)

Partly what is meant by these enemies of chríst are the

"rebell-ious angelic powers" (p.l-L6) behind the State, which are

part of creation but "may indeed become wild' degenerate'

perverted, and so become a'demonic'powerr" (p.11-5) as exemplified

by PíIate's state. But because they are created by God and are

therefore forever affected by this relatíonship, "from the first'

t. . . I they do not belong to themselves. From the first they belong

to ,Jesus Christ." (p.l-l-?) This means not that the rebellious

angelic po\^rers can be objects of divine justification, but that "in

Christ the angelic powers are called to order and, so far as they

need it, they are restored to their original order." (p.l-l-7)

Because the state is considered from this perspective as being

fundamentally and ultímately dependent on God, it is not a

realistíc possibility for the state to gain any ful-fillment through

itself. The attempt to reach this goal would correspond to a human

being's attempt to be independent of God. "[...] The State becomes

'demonic' not so much by an unr^rarrantable assumption of autonomy--

as is often assumed-- as by the Loss of its legitimate, refative

independencet as by a renunciation of its true substance, dignity'

function, and purpose, a renuncíation which works out Ín Caesar

worship, the myth of the State, and the Iike." (p.118)

Because of this fluctuation of the State between its more

demonic and more angelic periods, it is the duty of the Church to
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decide whether the State is acting more or l-ess rebelliously.

Accord.ing to l- Corinthians 122L0 the Church receives, among
other gifts, that of "díscerning the spirits. " If by these
"spiritsI hle are to understand the angelic powers, then they
have a most significant potitical relevance in preaching'
teaching, and in pastoral work. (p.1-20)

The reason why the Church has such an urgent interest in the State

and must always be concerned with the degree of the State's

rebetliousness according to its origin in God, has to do with the

fact that the Church's ultímate destínation is its anníhlation.

It's role and existence is dependent on the separation between God

and man, whereas with the return of ,Jesus it wil-l be the State

which is realized into the "real" State: the kingdom of Heaven.

Barth considers this to be unambiguous: "Of one t.hing in the New

Testament there can be no doubt: namely, that the description of

the order of the new age is that of a politicaf order. t . . . I The

Church SeeS its future and its hope, not in any heavenÌy image of

its own existence but in the real heavenly State." (p.I24)

However, the only thing the Church can do to prepare the way

for the ner^t age is to proclaim the T¡üord of God, to teach the

Gospel. This mission is directly related to the State, according to

Barth: "[...] since it is our duty to pray for al-l- menr so h/e

shoul-d pray in particular for kings and for al-l in authority,

because it ís only on the conditíon that such men exist that we

can 'l-ead a quiet and peaceable lífe in all godliness and honesty. '

(1- Timothy 2:2) ." (p.128) This peacefulness ís necessary as a

condition for the spreading of the Word, because peacefulness

implies that aLl members of the community are free-- free to accept

the Gospel and free to act on its teaching. If the state maintains

peace, the people witl be more free to preach and to hear the Word

of God. The prayer of the Church for the State and the Staters
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maintanence of peace

Church and State-- a

is the "mutual guarrantee" 1p.I29) between the

guarrantee which is, however, Iímited to this

age.

If the Church hopes for and relies on the peaceful order of

the State, it must also have an order. For Barth, the "authority of

the apostolate" (p.1-33) is extremely important: "How could it [the

Churchl, and how can it, Iive out the teaching with which ít has

been entrusted and yet, in its own realm, dispense wíth law and

order, with the order that serves to protect the teaching?"(p.133)

This is another factor whích draws together the Church and the

State, and shows that these two ínstitutions are not clearly

separated according to their function. "The fact that the Church

has had to assume a 'certain'political character is balanced by

the fact that the Church must recognize, and honor, a 'certain'
ecclesíasticat character in the State." (p.13a)

Barth elaborates on ecclesiastícal law in Chureh Dogmatics

primarilly for the people outside the institution of the Church'

rather than for its own self-promotion. One of the main purposes

for having a good order within the Church is to show people outsíde

the Church that guidance from the Gospel produces a better

community.

The fact that the Church government has the Word as its focal

point does not ínsure that it will flawlessly carry out a legal

order that is superior to that of the State. The institution of the

Church, being admínistered by human beingsr cârl turn avray from God

and lose sight of its dívíne authority. But its effectiveness in

general is not belittled because this possibílity-- of the Church

falling away from God-- is something the Church must in all cases
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constantly work against. The Church is reconciled to deaf wíth this

problem, and has a sense of hope despite its timitatíons.

It is not a questíon of setting up the law and therefore the
kingdom of God on earth. For this has been set up already, and
its manifestation is the work neither of the worl-d nor of the
church. More modestly, ít is a question of clarifyíngr and
deepening, of simplifying and differentiating, of loosening
and strengthening, in short of correcting the law whích
obtaíns in the world. Thís is genuinely necessary at every
point. (1-958 , p.725)

Even though the Church is faulty, because of its primary purpose it

can bring to attention its own as well as the State's divine

origin. In "The Cívi1 Community and the Christian Community," Barth

writes, "if the Church takes up íts share of political

responsibilíty, it must mean that it is takíng that human

inítiative which the State cannot taket it is giving the State the

impulse which it cannot give ítself; it is remindíng the State of

those things of which it is unabl-e to remind itse1f . " (l-954' P.33)

Given this sígníficant connection, ít is inappropriate for the

Church to refrain on principle from any action towards the State.

At this point Barth further develops the concept of prayer: The

Church cannot do anything to directly ínfluence the State ín better

reaching its ideal-s, but it can pray for the success of the State.

"Far from being the object of worship, the State and its

representatives need prayer on their behaLf. In principle, and

speaking comprehensively, this is the essential service which the

Church o\^res to the State." (Herberg, p.136) This prayer for t.he

State can and must lead to actual intercession in the case of the

State's not allowing the Church the freedom the preach the Word

freely. Since it is the duty of the Church to pray for the State'

--a duty that has its authority from God-- then if the State does

not allow the Church to do this, the State is unknowíngly going

against what is best for itself, and the Church should not a1low
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the State to act so self-destructively.

Chrístians would, in point of fact, become enemies of any
State if, when the State threatens their freedom, they did not
resistr or if they conceal-ed their resistance-- although this
resistance would be calm and dignified. t. . . I If the State has
perverted its God-given authority, it cannot be honoured
better than by this criticism which is due to it in all
circumstances. For this poh¡er that has been perverted' what
greater service can \^Ie render than that of intercession?
(Herberg, p.1-39)

Barth goes on to clarify what is required of the Church in its

resonsibility toward the State beyond merely complying with its

fundamental demands. The committment of prayer and the quarrantee

to support the State consists in " [. . . ] positive political acLion,

which may and must also mean political struggle." (p.144) Because

\^re give oursel-ves the task of praying, we must be willing to act on

what we pray for. "Can we ask God for something which we are not at

the same moment

it lies within

must include

State in the

God.

determined and prepared to bring aboutr so

the bounds of our possibility?" (p.l-45) This

far as

act ion

even revol-utionary action-- the overthrowj-ng of a

case that it prevents the proclamation of the Word of

Barth's own political involvement was exemplary in so far as

losíng sight

status of

he made concrete political committments without ever

of the status of politÍcal causes compared with the

faith. He explains his membership in the German Social- Democratíc

Party in a tetter to Paul Tillich of April 2, 1933:

Membership in the SPD does not mean for me a confessíon to the
idea and world view of socialism. According to my
understandíng of the excl-usivity of the Christian confession
of faith, I can "confess" myself neither to an idea nor to a
world view in any serious sense. Hence I also have no
necessary intrinsic relation to "Marxism" as such. t...1 As an
idea and world view, I can bring to it neither fear nor love
nor trust. Membership in the SPD means for me símply a
practical politica] decision. Placed before the various
options that confront a person ín this regard, I consider ít
right rebus sjc stantibus to espouse the party (1) of the
working cl-ass, (2) of democracy/ (3) of antimilitarism, and
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The implications in Christian theology of political actívism is

in his publications ofa theme that Barth conidered very important

exhortations about the danger to the Church of politícal- movements

(4) of a conscious, but judicious, affirmation
people. I saw these requirements for a healthy
fu1filled in, and only in, the SPD. Therefore'
party. (Hunsinger, p.1-l-6)

of the German
politics
I choose thís

to power. In hís post-war

Cívi1 Community" (L946) | he

in Europe in the tíme of Hitler's rise

essay, "The Christian Community and the

writes,

This gospel which proclaims the King and the Kingdom that ís
now hidden but witl one day be reveaLed, is politícal from the
very outset, and j-f ít is preached to real (Christian and
non-Christian) men on the basis of a right interpretation of
the Scriptures it will necessarily be prophetically politÍcal.
(1954, p.46)

The correct interpretation of Scrípture is fundamental to an

approach to political activísm because it al-lows one to make

decisions about whether the State to which Christians have a

responsibility is usíng íts authority to carry out justice. The God

of the Scriptures functions as the measure for exemplificationthe

inof good power. In L946, Barth said in a lecture Bonn,

You remember well how Hitler, when he cared to speak of God'
called hím the "almíghty." But the "almighty" ís not God; who
God ís is not to be understood with reference to the ultimate
embodiment of power. And whoever cal-l-s God the "almightyr" is
not tal-kíng about God at all, for the "almiqhty" is evi1, âs
is "power as such.rr The "almighty" is chaosr [...] it is the
devil t. . . I . Vühere power-as-such is honored and respected'
where po\^rer-as-such seeks to establish the 1aw, there we also
have the "revolution of níhilism" (Hermann Rausching) t. . . I .

Power-as-such is evil, it is the end of everything. The power
of God, real pohter, stands in contradiction to this
power-as-such. (Locke I 1986t p.1-31)

Because the Church is the only ínstitution which perceíves the

State in terms of its origin in God, it is unique in its ability to

judge the State and to encourage it to better conform to the "reaf"

State whích will ul-timately replace it. And this abiJ-ity to judge

ís again the source of the Church's respect for and "subjection" to
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the State. The Church must "p1ace theír stakes" on the justice of

the State if it is to depend on and pray for a just State. It is

consistent with thís that al-l- Christians shoul-d pay taxes' obey the

laws, and comply with the military service requirements of the

State; it ís in the interest of their own freedom.

Only when the State tries to gain a human committment which

belongs exclusively to the Church, then it must be refused. One

example is taking an oath which would infringe on the freedom of

the procl-amation of the Vüord. Another example is accepting an

ideology that has certain doctrines pertainíng to the "inÌ¿ard"

(Herberg, p.1-43) life of human beings. "When the State begins to

claim 'love, ' it ís ín the process of becoming a Church, the Church

of a false God, and thus an unjust State." (Herberg, p.143)

Barth saw in the National Socialist State precj-seÌy that State

which the Church must resist. In his 1-939 essay, "The Church and

the Po1itical Problem of Our Day, " he describes how Natíonal

Socíal-ism has none of the characteristícs of the New Testament

definition of the office of the State: "As a politícal experíment

it has been revealed as a supreme destruction of all order' all
justice and all freedom, and of all authority as well." (1939,

p.52) He backs this statement by citíng the Nazis' use of a

regulated press, of falsified elections, of terror methodsr and

persecutions without trials.

The other and even more seriously threatening aspect of

National Socialism, which should provide the impetus for the Church

to resist and intercede and prevent its accession to power, is that

it makes totalítarian demands on its members which directly

conflict with the Christian faith: it "does not merely l-imit human

freedom, but it annihílates it!" (1939' P.38) It makes a claim to

¡
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be an

1Ífe

all-encompassing ideology, to be a sufficíent philosophy of

for its foll-owers.

National Socialism dares to come forward and act as a
totatítarian and radical dictatorship because it has exalted
itsel-f and Íts own fundamental principles, to be a myth--
principles which are first of all and per se poJiticaL--
Germany, natíonality, Aryan race, the idea of "leadershipr "
and of dependence on leaders, and the ability to defend
oneself, etc. t...1 Nationa] Social-ísm is a proper Church, a
very secular one, but one whích from its whole inventory
should be recognized as such; a Church of which the real and
ardent affirmation ís only possible (with or wíthout the
Rosenberg Doctrine) in the form of faith, of rnystícism, and of
fanaticism. (1939, p.43)

Because the National Socialist State makes these claims, it is

impossible for Christians to live as responsíble Christians wít.hout

takíng action to stop this fafse church which is an immediate

threat to the true Church.

Barth concludes "Church and State" by emphasizing the

importance of the Church first havíng a conscientíous existence

according to its internal function in order to act constructively

in its relatíon to the State. This primary function is to teach

"the gospel of justification by faith alone; t. . .1 íts action

consists ín true scriptural preaching, and teaching, and in the

true and scriptural administration of the sacraments. When it

performs this action the Church is. within the order of creation,

the force which founds and maintains the State." (p.l-47) Again the

connection exists that if the Church is consciencious in its

particular territory, the State will not be able, in its

destructive form, to seize this territory-- it would not have the

opportunity to become a fal-se Church if the real Church l^/ere

adequately fulfilling its function.

Barth's recognition of the importance of the Church to be

rigorous in its assessment of its own actions, and the destructive

consequences of its failure to do this, had a significant effect. on
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his views concerning the East-Vüest conflict
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The Responsibility of the Church in the East-West Conflict

Barthrs leading roLe in Barmen reinforced his ímportance as a

theologian which had begun with the publication of the second

edition of his book on Romans. At the end of the war, many expected

him to repeat his exhortations for church resistence in the new

struggle which the church faced during the rise to power of the

Soviet State. However, ínstead of seeing the Communist chal-Ienge to

the Church as a parallel of Nazism and therefore as a heretical-

threat to replace the true Evangelical Church, he saw it aS an

affront to the Church which províded the opportunity for critical-

ref l-ection and reconstructive actíon.

Barth understood the power of fear to cause rash reactions in

such a conflict. During the períod of the build-up of the Cold War

and the Iron Curtain, Barth abstained from t.he common practice of

intense anti-Communist propaganda. His refl-ections on the conflict

express a perspective which is objective enough to weígh the

weaknesses of both sides, and therefore to perceive the futility of

eíther side's pointing its finger at the other, thereby claimíng

its own blamelessness. Barth's detachment from this confl-ict is

rooted. in the primacy of his Christían faith. None of the issues

involved in this confl-ict \^Iere weighty or urgent enough to merit

the conviction which adherence to Christian dogma requires.

In Barth's l-949 essay, "The Church Between East and Westr" he

reduces the conflíct on the one hand to a power struggle between

the United States and Russía. In this respect, the confl-ict \^Ias not

the attention Christiansr or any other segment of the population,

because it does not have to do wíth the values which each system

embraces, but merely revofves around the competition of two
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governments. "What they have in common is, finally, this: that they

are both afraid of the other, because they both feel encircled and

threatened by the other." (l-954, p.L29) The probl-em as he sees it

lies in the refusal of both sídes to real-ize this. Each in its own

insecurity disregards criticism by the other. Each rall-ies for

defense and further convinces itseLf of its fauLtlessness. For its

oÌ^¡n securtiy, ít calls for thorough support from its citizens in

its self-assertion. Theologians like Emil Brunner responded to this

sunmons and alligned themselves with the V'Iestern against the

Eastern cause and called on others, like Barth, to join them.

However, Barth refrained from asserting the superiority of one

side over the other. He thought that members of the Church should

not become involved ín such a conflict, and tried to direct

attention to more ímportant issues:

It would be a great gain for the whol-e discussion of the
East-West problem íf we vrere to become quite clear as
Christians, at any rate, that fear must not be allowed to be
our counsellor in this matter. That is one thing which we have
to tel-1 ourselves and our fellows today. (1954, p.131)

He recognized the conviction of each side that t.he other has

totally wrong assumptions about the function of government. Here

again he reminds Christians that the Church, in reqard to its

function, is unaffected by these differences. The Christian

Community cannot let its viewpoints be limited by geo-political

boundaries. " [. . .] we must be all- the more on our guard against

regarding our Western judgement as the right and Christ ian

judgement. We have, precisely because hre are here in the mídst of

the Vüestern world, every reason to remember our duty and our

freedom as Christians." (l-954' p.135)

Barth I s opinions about the Western economic system were very

critical and they allowed him to view the Soviet project wíth more
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tolerance. In Church Dogmatics (IIL/4) he crj-ticizes the kind of

society which capitalism fosters as amoral: A socíety "cannot

delegate its responsibility to others, partícularly its

responsibility for so much mean, dependent, and mechanical work,

and for the fact that so much of it is not onÌy badJ-y paid but is

meaningless and nonsensical work which poisons and undermines

society at its roots by rendering man's very existence meaningless

and nonsensical." (l-961, p.533) Tn this statement, Barth useS

Marxían language and acknowledges Marx's understanding of the

problems with a capitalist socíety as insightfuJ-. But Barth's views

are not primarily Marxíst; they are Biblical-: The valuabfe

components of Marx's socíal-íst theory are the ones which Barth sees

as consistent with the descriptíons of social- justíce included in

the Bible.

For Barth, Marx touched on a truth that htas expressed ín the

Bible and which he himsel-f reaffirmed in his observations of social

misery. During the period of his pastorship in Safenwil, hê was

indignant about the quality of life for t.he industrial workers and

aLso loudly criticized the moral- shortcomings of a system of

private property. A system based on competition and unconstrained

profit-seeking was repulsive to him. Therefore, although Communism

\4ras not a solution and was also an objectionabl-e form of State, it

was nevertheless an attempt to find an afternative to a horribly

unjust system.

What has been tackled in Soviet Russia-- albeit with very
dirty and bloody hands and in a way that rightly shocks us--
is, after all, a constructive idea, the solution of a problem
which is a serious and burning problem for us as well-, and
which we with our cl-ean hands have not yet tackled anythíng
1íke enerqetically enough: the social problem. (l-954' p.139)

In Barth's discussíons about the dangers of Western
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narrow-mindedness, he also cal1s into question t.he shortsightedness

of the East. In this Sense, Barth is not only acting as a crític,

but he is urging for constructive changes by both sides.

Barth's emphasis is that instead of seeing the "Communist

threat" as a threat which pertains to the existence of the Church'

one should think of it as an opportunity to reconsider the

integrity of the church, to consider the possibility that the

Communists arrived at theír critícism and negative attit.ude toward

the Church because of a real lack of integríty on the part of the

Church.

I¡Íe are being asked about our o\^In faith: where, then, is the
Christian Vüest that could l-ook straight into the eyes of the
obviously un-Christian East even with a modicum of good
conscienóe? Whence has the East derived its godlessness if not
from the Vüest, from our philosophy? t. . . I Whence does it draw
its Sustenance, this non-Christianity, íf not from the offence
that has been given t.o it by the fragility of orthodox, of
Roman and of Piotestant Christianity? And are we Christians in
the West being asked not to notice that, oT to act as though
we had not noticed it? Where is our justification for talking
about a "Christian VüeSt" and all of a sudden wantíng to come
to the aíd of this "Christian Vüest" with a suÍlmons to an
intellectual, Polítical and one day even a military crusade?
Vühat fools or hypocrites we should have to be to Stoop to
that! (l-954, p.141)

rt is because Barth recognizes t'he tremendous \^/eakness of the

V'Iestern Church in being true to its proclaimed purpose that Barth

is especially wary of any crusading movement which directs

attention away from its own unrighteousness.

One important factor involved in Barth's composure about the

"Communist threat" is that he does not thÍnk that Communism has

particularly dangerous elements in it which could ever threaten to

irrepl-ace the Church. This is the primary

a completely different issue than that

Church struggle with the Nazis

reason why he considers

whích was at stake in the

its refationship to ChristíanitY,
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Communism, as distinguished from Nazism, has not done' and by
its very nature cannot do, one thing: ít has never made the
slightest attempt to reinterpret or to falsify Christianíty,
or to shroud itself ín a Christían qarment. It has never
commítted the basic crime of the Nazis, the removal and
replacement of the reaf Christ by a national- Jesus, and it has
never commj-tted the crime of anti-Semitism. There is nothing
of the false prophet about it. It is not anti-Christian. It. is
co1dly non-Christian. It does not seem to have encounLered the
gospel as yet: It ís brutal-ly, but at least honestJ-y, godless.
(l-954, p.140)l

Because Communísm focuses on the ínherent corruption of the Church'

it refraíns from offering itself as an alternative church, which

vras the danger of the Nazis. In this sense the totalitarianism of

the Communists is much more timited than that of the Nazís. Barth

was confident that the Communíst State ideology, because of the

nature of its content, could never be sufficíentIy alluring to

spiritual conversion. Therefore it does not pose a serious claim on

the spiritual beliefs of the people.

Barth elaborates on his understandíng of the Iimited

totalitarianism of Communism in his "Letter to a Pastor in the

German Democratic Repub1ic." Herer âs in other writings, Barthrs

exhortations concern the l-ack of a basis for true fear in this

situation.

God above all things ! Sovereign even over the legal-istic
totalitarianism of your state ! You fear it? Fear it not ! The
limits of that system where its representatives must halt or
el-se be destroyed ís set not by its totalitaríanism, but by
its legalism which makes the state totalitarian in an ungodly
and inhuman way. "Totalitarian" also, in a way' ís the grace
of the gospel which we aII are to procJ-aim, free grace, truly
divine and trufy human, claiming every man wholly for itself.
To a degree the Communist state might be interpreted and
understood as an ímage of grace-- to be sure' a grossly
distorted and darkened imaqe. Indeed, grace is all-embracing'

lfnis article appeared in June and Juty of 1-g4g in the Berfin
periodicl Unterwegs. The view that the Soviet Communíst governmenL
r^ras not anti-semitic is debatable. But withín the context of
comparing Communism, which is not by defínition anti-Semitic, with
Nazism, which is by definítion antí-Semitic, this view is
justifiable.
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totaLitarian. But it is totalitarian grace as free and freeinqt
action and not as law; not as a spider's web of theses and
antitheses, and surely not coercíngly pressing for their
recognítion and realization, or overl^¡helming and crushing
opposítion wherever it appears-- and where woul-d that not be?
The grace of the gospel, free in its divinity and in its
humanity, conquers, overpohrers, and rufes from within outward
and not vice versa. t...1 Do you bel-ieve in God's free grace?
Of course you do. Then you must be abl-e t.o discern the
decisive weakness of the system under which you líve (and of
ours as well), which resides in its legalism. (in Brown,
p.58-59)

Barth's views on the position of the Church in Hungary under

Communíst rule were also characterized by a composure about the

extent of danger that the Communist State posed to the Church. His

message to the many Westerners who \^Iere joining together ín a

unified condemnat.íon against Communism and to McCarthy mental-ity,

$Ias,

Something quite different is required here, namely Lhe
"patience and faith of the saintsr " joyful perseverance and
fearless profession. If the Church achieves that, ít stands on
a rock, ít can laugh at the whole godless movement., and
whether they hear it or not-- one day they will- hear it-- it
has something positive to say to to the godless. (1954, p.141)

Barth realized that to say this, and to recognize the primacy ín

this situation of the Western Church's duty to re-eval-uate íts ordn

integrity, is the most rigorous way of approachíng the East-West

conflict. To do otherwise, to go "with the stream/ " would be

"cheap, ídle, and useless talk," (1954, p,1'42) in that it "demands

no sel-f-sacrifice"; in that a criticism of the Communist system

would offer nothing which is not "obvious"; and in that such

criticísm "would be helping no singJ-e man or \^/oman suffering there

under the wild man." (1954, p.1,42). The rigor, in contrast to this'

of críticizing our own síde in the confl-ict and seeing our o\^/n

faults, and of speaking aqainst the majority view, offers a

positive alternative which is much farther reaching than the

practice of embracing the Western ideology as opposed to the
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Eastern.

Not a crusade but the Word of the Cross is what t.he Church in
the Vüest ohres to the godless East, but above all to the Vüest
itself, the Vüord through which the Church itsel-f must al-low
itsel-f to be rebuil-t compÌetely afresh. (1954, p.I42)

The willingness to "l-ose somethíng" by adheríng to personal

faíth j-s what al-lows Barth to be open to the possíbÍlity, which ís

unheard of for others, of the Church gíving up its traditional

status in Europe of being backed by the establishment. In his

"Letter to a Pastor in the German Democratic Republíc, " Barth cites

Günther Jacobts phrase, 'rThe end of the Constantinian Era" and

remarks,

No, the continuance and victory of the cause of God, whích the
Christian Church is to serve with her witness, ís not
unconditionally l-inked with the forms of existence which it
has had until now. Yes, the hour may strike and has perhaps
already struck when God, to our discomfiture, but to his glory
and for the salvation of mankínd, will put an end to this mode
of existence because it l-acks integrity and has lost its
usefulness. (ín Brown, p. 64)

This is not to imply that Barth is naive about the possibilities of

a complete reform of the Church. In the same.l-etter he responds to

the question, " [. . . ] has the hour struck for an extensive

reconstruction of the church?" with the understanding that the most

likely improvement of the Church wil-l- occur "not with great

spectacular strides, but with smal-l- and therefore assured steps

[...]." (ín Brown, p.75) This qualifícation acknowledges the

Church's status as functioning wíthin this world and therefore

being faulty:

t. . . I the Christian Church, as far as f can see' has at al-l
times been well--disposed toward sweeping, Lf possible
"eschatologícal, " meditations and reflections, but frequently
very reluctant índeed courageously to engage in specific and
concrete venture, because she has been lethargic and afraid.
She has Iet pass many of those moments in which not everythingt
but at l-east something coul-d and ought to have been done and
ought to have been accomplished. (in Brown' P.75)
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It is cfear from this statement that Barth's prínciple

not in the preservation of the established Church, but

closer adherence of the historicaL Church to the "Real-

concern is

in the

Church. "
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The Potitical Responsibilíty of the Free Christian

After having considered Barth's politícal views on the

East-Vrlest conflict, it is nohr appropriate to evaluate Niebuhr's

criticism of Barth. Niebuhr claims that Barth's opinions about

politics are unfounded because he is a theologian rather than a

politician. Because Barth is so much more concerned with the Word

of God than wíth politícal systems, he "disavows political

responsibility. "

Contrary to Niebuhrrs assessment' Barth insists on the

importance of political involvement for members of the Christían

community. It does not recoqnize that Barth can qualify the

importance of political- systems for Christians ín terms of their

worthíness of loyalty and committment, but at the same time he can

consider Chrístians' qualífied ínvol-vement in politics to be of

fundamental importance. For Barth, there is a difference which

Niebuhr ígnores btween being av/are of the l-imitations of politícal

systems and being uninvolved in potitical activity.

According to Barth, Christíans understand political systems

as being attempts to improve on a given' present system with a

better, but essentialJ-y t,emporary and replaceable system. PolitícaI

systems are necessarily makeshift, because they are confined t.o the

middle era of the Creation which begins and ends with God; in

themselves, they do not lead to any finality.

In "The Christian Communíty in the Mídst of Political- Change, "

Barth cl-aims that "the concrete form in whích the Christian

gratitude for God's gift and ordinance is expressed is its sharingr

of polítícal- responsibitity." (1954, P.B1) The intensity of this

involvement, however, must be qualified because of the inadequacy

of polítical movements to be totally consumínq. Political systems
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can never acquire the committment which an "absolute " deserves

because it is always an approximation of a just order. This ís \,ühy

Barth descríbes such systems as "political experiments. " (l-939'

p.31) This is decisive ín Barth's dístinction between between the

relative danger of National Socialism and of Communism because the

latter is still a politícal experíment, while the former was no

longer a political experiment but a "religious institution of

salvation. " (l-939, p.41) Pol-itical experiments are limited in theír

accomplishment of good as well as evil:

If they [i.e. people invo]-ved in políticsl have to remember on
the one hand that it would be pure foolishness to expect any
polítical system to be the Kingdom of God' they must not
forget that "the devil has already lost his ancient right to
the whole human race, " so that, much as he would like to' he
does not in fact stand any chance of incarnatíng himself in
any political system. (1-954, P.81)

Therefore, change in political systems can never be important

enough to infringe on the truth of the Gospel: " [. . . ] every such

change takes place between the death and the second coming of ,Jesus

Christ and under His dominion." (1954' p.83). A Christian's

obedience is always directed ultimately toward the true kingdom of

God, and only reservedly toward the secondary political- system.

This reserve al-l-ows him to accommodate for change ín politícal

developments. Barth notes that at fírst, it was appropriate to see

whether the Nazis had a víable political- experiment, even though it

seemed from the outset to be based on a corrupt morality. The

appropriate time for Christians to take action was when it became

apparent that the Nazi State l4tas no ]onger just a political

experiment.

The involvement of the Christian Community in politics must to

a certain extent be detached. It is in this context that Barth

discusses political revolution. He claims that both revolution and
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restraint are among the responsibilities of the Christian

Community. However, resístance in t.he form of firm restraint as

opposed to revolution is the preferred method for the Church' The

intensity of political revofution is too likely to obscure the only

possible true revolution; the revolution of God's grace' of the

Incarnation. In promoting a revolutionary cause, people tend to

elevate the new system to a status of true justification and forget

íts expedíent character. The enthusiam which revofution requires is

also too often combined with a loss of perspective on índividual

unrighteousness.

In his commentary on Romans L2221--1-3:7, Barth focuses on

the verse, "be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good. 't

He uses a metaphor to discuss t.he difference between the revofution

of God's revelation and the revolutíon of a poJ-itical cause' The

former is represented by "the great divine minus sign outside the

bracket." (Lg32, p.483) Within the bracketis the equatíon which

represents events in the world. These worldy events can be changed

either by small minus signs, whích are political revofutions, oY

small- plus signs, which are "legitimizing, " conservative forces'

but regardless of which of these forces are at work, the "great

divine minus sígn" outside of the bracket is unaffected. "Let every

man be jn subjection means, therefore, that every man should

consider the fal-sity of all human reckoning as Such' We are not

competent to place the decisive minus sign before the bracket; \^Ie

are only competent to perceive how completely it damages our plus

and our minus." (Ig32, p.483) This metaphor serves as a reminder

that Godrs freedom of judgement always confronts human concerns'

Even Íf we are convinced of the righteousness of our revolutíonary

cause, this cause can never be exempt from the judgement of God.
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People must reafize that ultimate changes in the worfd cannot be

effected through political revol-utioni the changes establ-ished here

will eventually be disestablished.

Barth discusses the issue of revolution extensively

because he perceives that a close reading of Paul's Epistle to the

Romans "may foster a contempt for the present order and an action

of negation toward it." (1,932, p.481) But he warns about the danger

of poorly-understood, un-refl-ected action. Political reconstruction

by individuats is not the fulfíllment of Godrs Word.

The revolutionary aims at the Revol-ution by which the true
Order is to be inaugurated; but he launches another revolution
which is, in fact, reaction. The legitimist' on the other
hand, himself also overcome of evil-, aims at the Legitimisn by
which the true Revolution is ínauqurated; but he maintains
another legitimism which is, in fact, revoJ-t! And so' as
always, what men do is the judgement upon what they will to do
(vii. 15, l-9) . (1932, p.481)

This statement points to the danger of eLevating a political- cause

to the poínt where one considers it to be the culminatíon of alf

political experiments. ImpJ-icit in this convíction is a

relinquishment of the belief in the Coming Kingdom as it is

descríbed ín the Bible. The reason why revol-ution is dangerous to

the integrity of an individual's faith is because, being the

assertion of something new, it comes too close to imitating the

message of the "Good News" of the gospeJ-, which must not be

imitated.

Vr]hat man has the right to propound and represent the "Ne\d, "
whether it be a new ager or a new world, of even a nel^/--
spírít? Is not every new thing, in so far as it can be schemed
by men, born of what al-ready exjsts? The moment it becomes a
human proposition, must it not be numbered among the things
that are? What man is there who, having proposed a novelty,
has not proposed an evil thing? Far more than the
conservative, the revolutionary is overcome of evil-, because
with his I'No" he stands so strangely near to God. This is the
tragedy of revofution. Evil is not the true ansüter to evil.
(1"932, p.480)

The fína1 message of Romans 13 for Barth is that the restraint
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which ís appropriate for us to practice is rooted in our

conscience, which arises from our aü/areness of God's Word.

Our conscience prevents us from supposing that the evil we
encounter is merel-y obstruction and fate. It reminds us that
hre are evil; but it also recognizes in the sword that is drawn
upon us the righteousness of the hand of God. Conscience sees
in the evil that is done against us the mjnister of good. It
interprets our judgement, not to our advantage' but to our
salvation. It makes of the injury done to us, not our
justification, but our hope. Conscience, therefore, does not
allow us to rise up from the severity of our lives--
embíttered and ready to revolt; rather, it pronounces the end
of the grim cycle of evil unto evil . (1'932, p.490)

At the poínt when people can perceive the límited evil in existing

orders, and therefore the absence of a legitimate call for

revolutionary action, they are acting in faith. At this stage'

"being in subjection is also no temporal human action. And yet' to

know that we have no Right' even when we are in the right, is a

knowledge ín time. It is thís knowledge whích reveals that we have

a hope-- the hope of the Coming World where Revolution and Order

are one." (1932, p.191)

This hope allows us to have patience with the present

situation, and to comply with íts requirements. Christians must

recognize that, even if the government falls short of exemplifying

the qualitíes of a just State, it can fiII a constructive function.

"For their Ithe Government officials'] whole existence and

authority, their whole strange being-justified-before-you' Ìoudly

proclaims the One-- the unríghteousness of men and the GoaI which

is God' s V'Iorl-d. " (L932, p. 4 91)

The freedom which we receive through our subjection aIlows

ChristÍan involvement in politícs to be "against the stream, " and

to have a unique insight into political situations which those who

do not perceive everything in terms of the qreater significance of

the Word of God do not have. This beyond-establ-ishment perspective
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is edifying: "[...] the Church never thinks, speaks or acts 'on

princíple. ' Rather it judges spiritually and by individual- cases.

For that reason it rejects every attempt to systematíse political

hístory and its own part ín that hístory. " (1954,p.11-4) This

freedom from the compulsion to be consístent within an ideology or

set of principles is a positive quality: "Chrístian politícs are

always bound to seem strange, incalculable and surprising in the

eyes of the world-- otherwise they would not be Christian." (L954,

p.921

From this perspective, it is clear that Niebuhr's criticism of

Barth is unsubstantiated. One claim of Niebuhr's was that Barth

shoul-d place more weight on the consensus view that Nazism and

Communism are equivalent, and that one who resisted the Nazis is

actíng irresponsibly and inconsistently in not resisting the

Communists. This críticism is misdirected in two ways: First, it

does not acknowledge that Barth dÍd not condone Communism. He did

in fact dísapprove of Communism, but was more reserved in his

condemnation of it because he al-so recoqnized the West as being an

irresponsible power. Whether or not he was correct in his

assessment of Communism, is debatable. However, it is not debatable

that he was more perceptive in his understanding of his own Vrlestern

perspective than Níebuhr was.

The second way in which Niebuhr's criticism of Barth is

mj-sdirected is in his presumption in thinking that to chide Barth

for refusing to join in the unanimity would be at all- meaningful to

him. For Barth, differences within the Christian Community on

political subjects are constructive in maíntaining the integrity of

the Church. Tn "Pol-itical Decisions in the Unity of Faithr " Barth

describes the process by which Christíans approach poJ-itical-
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r_ssues:

t. . . I this is where he lthe Christian] will díffer from his
fel-low-citizens-- he wilI do so Ii.e. consider political
issuesl not in a space apart from his Christian faith, but
before God-- and not before any god, but before the God who
speaks to the world, to the Christian community and therefore
to the índividual Christían, in the gospel of Jesus Chríst. He
will look for a decisíon which is not arbitrary or just. clever
in a human sense, but which is made in the freedom of
obedience to God's command. (1-954 , p.L52)

The outcome of thís process is that Christians will arrive at

different conclusíons. However, these differences do not have to

threaten the

differences
"unity of faith. " Rather, in the dialogue that these

produce, they offer more individuals an "invitation to

examine

"dynamic

themselves" (1-954, p.158) and they contribute to the

character" (l-954, p.1-57) of the Evangelical faith, which

is the force

is:
that preserves it. Barth's concl-usion of this essay

VrÏhat a strange kind of responsibílity before God it would
be which was only allowed to take place in t.he form of an
empty recogntion of the prínciple of responsibility, but
never-- or only in the "exceptional case'r -- ín the shape of
concretely responsible polítíca1 decisions !

Vühat a strange unity of the faith it would be in which
Christendom condemned itself to such impotence! (1954, p.164)

Niebuhr misses the point that Barth's theology, by definítion,

cannot limit his ability to eval-uate events which he is confronted

with ín life. Niebuhr's criticism assumes the possibílity of the

separation of political activity from Christian faith, which for

Barth is unheard of. The man who has an existence independent of

God when he makes political decisions is not a man of faith, and

therefore is not part of the Christian Community. For members of

the Christian Community there can be no presupposition besides that

of God's revelation.

The final issue involved in Niebuhr's criticism of Barth is

the limitation of the theological framework compared with the
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limitation of other frameworks. When Niebuhr cl-aims not. to be a

theoJ-ogian, he is assuming that he has a broader outlook than Barth

in interpretíng his culture. However, Barth woul-d argue that those

who have a theological perspective on their own cufture are less

narrow-minded than those who see their cufture as a self-contained

framework.

The chapter in Church Dogmatics (lII/ 4) (whích appeared in

German in L951-) titled "Freedom for Lífe" ís particularly relevant

to the issues which Niebuhr raises. Barth discusses the idea of

activity based on freedom ín the section, "The Active Life. "

Individual-s within the Christian Community are free because they do

not feel restricted specifically by their society and culture; they

are able to see beyond this framework to the coming of the kíngdom

of God. Theír community is not defined by the "ChrisLian West, " but

rather consists of a particular people, "existing in dispersion

among all nations with its special task and purpose. It is fnot

restricted tol t. . . I any kind of great or small historícal

dominion." (1961-, p.4BB) In this statement, one can clearly

recognize Barth's consideration of Overbeck's rejection of any

theotogy which is inherently l-inked to culture.

Barth does not claim that culture is unímportant, but the

"enterprise of cul-turêr " when elevated to an abstract level, must

be recognized as a false god.

It is plain enough that this construction conceals God
Hímself, so that man thinks he sees in cufture with its vital
individual existence the God whom he must serve. It is thus
tempting to understand and assess man's work as though
participatíon in the enterprise of culture were participation
in the divine work. t...1 What is not Lrue t...1 Ís that as
man expresses himsel-f ín hís work he is confronted by a kind
of higher essence, and that human cul-ture is an independent
cosmos with its o\^¡n l-aws and dignity and life. This is sheer
mythology. (1961- | 5221

The freedom of Chrístians, which comes from their disavowal of
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the "God of Culturêr " enables them to center their activity around

the components of Chrístian faith: the l-ove of God and the love of

their neighbor. Their faith allows them to be constantly aware of

the appropriate "response'r to God, which consísts of responsible

activity ín líght of his activity of Creation and the ramifications

of this.

Each lmember of the Christian comrnunity] must reflect that
passivity in relation to the upbuilding of the communíty
necessarily means passivity in respect of his own Christian
life, just as passivity ín the tatter ínevitably carries wj-th
it a slowing to a standstilt of the activity of the community.
t. . .I It should be constantJ-y pondered that the responsibilit.y
of each for his own particular action is of such tremendous
weight and importance because it derives from his faith, and
his faith from his perception of the kingdom of God. (1961,
p . a94)

Barth's convictíon is clear in these passaqes that it is impossibl-e

to discuss different activities of a person of faíth in a framework

outside of their faith. It is al-so impossible t.o discuss "level-s of

frameworks" the way Níebuhr does, because this way of thinking

ignores the inherent purpose of every framework within the

teleology of Christian faith.

Barth himself offers a preclusion to Niehbuhr's critícísm in

Against The Stream-- the same book which Niebuhr finds so

precosious. "The Christian Message and the New Humanj-sm" is a

lecture which Barth gave at an international conference devoted to

the subject of a "neür humanism" in Geneva in 1949. Barth begins by

warning of the 'rrisk" that the conference faced-- which was mainly

constituted of non-theologian intel-lectuals-- by inviting a

theologian. His views would most likely be "disturbing" and "woufd

seriously hamper a profitable discussion on the questíon of the new

humanismrr' (1954, p.183) because Chrístian faith calls into

questíon and disposes itsel-f of every possible humanism which is

not that of God. The theologians would "have to regard the subject
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from our or^rn standpoint," (1-954, p.1-83) which cl-aíms that Christian

humanism is not "one of the many theoretical, moral ¡ or aesthetic

principleS Or systems, aS One 'ismt in agreement, in harmony, or in

conflict with other 'isms. "' (l-954, p.1'84) Barth again refers to

the depth of faith:

Above all, r^re shall not be able to conceal the fact that this
very question of the "actuality" of the Christian message of
the humanism of God is one which has this paradoxícal quality:
that positively or negativily it can be answered only in the
form of a highly comprehensive personal and responsible
decision. (f954, p.l-84)

Nothing in Niebuhr's criticism about Barth's theofogical bent

on politics is contrary to what Barth would openly confÍrm. In

Church Dogmatics (IIl/4) t he states his view of the God-centered

orientation of Christian activity and concedes, "This statement may

seem to be intolerably narrow, extremely presumptuous and even

alíen and impractical-. But it is unavoidabfe. " (l-961-, p.483) But

what he goes on to show, in this and hís other writings, is that

his faith is l-imiting in specífic ways, but it also is

emancipating. Barth is not as concerned about the preservation of

the establ-ishment as other people are, and this is where Niebuhr's

critique of Barth's narrovü-mindedness is particularly weak.

Barthrs adherance to this freedom is in the tradition of the

attempt to maÍntaín the integrity of the Church.

It lthe message of the missionary Church] is not infallible.
It may wel-l- have things to learn or to correct. But íf it \^/ere
really to co-ordinate its wítness with the voice of the world,
if it were constantJ-y to correspond and conform to the average
judgements of the world., its witness woufd not be prophetic.
(l-954, p.512)

The finaL difference between Barth and Niebuhr is that Barth

has a more Protestant understanding of the function of the Church.
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Conclusion

The criticísm which Niebuhr directed toward Barth is similar

to Tillich's objection to Barth's theology as beíng too

"supernatural. " Like Niebuhr, TíIlich thinks that by focusing on

the lüord of God, one perceives human culture too peripherally.

TiIIich generalizes that for Barth'

Fundamentally, his entire theology is contained ín the first
commandment, "I am the Lord thy God; thou shal-t not have any
other gods besíde me. " Every single sentence of hís writíngs
can be understood as the application of this notion to a
partícular phase of the relation between God and the World.
1p.r29l

Tillich considers Barth to be too narrowly centerd on this aspect

of Christian faith. Tillich's conception of faith is a less

paradoxical, and therefore less devotíonaI, l-ess momentous act than

Barth's, because Tillich's is more rationalized. He Sees Barth's

theology as an overly irrational reaction against liberal- theology.

He thinks of hís own method of dialectical theoJ-ogy as a resolution

of the conflíct between the extremes of ídolatry and the

"supernaturalism" of Barth's thought. Tillich's theory about the

dialectical process provides a way to explain the human source of

human beings' religiousness.

But this rationalization is one of the primary factors which

Barth críticized ín liberal theology as beíng inconsistent with

Christian faith. Tillich's theologícal method contains some of the

same oversights regarding the nature of Protestant Christianity

which Barth recognized in l-iberal theology. Barth's method is

distinct from these other methods because he first develops an

understandíng of the God who is described in the Bib1e and then

understands how this bibl-ical God relates to human beings. TilIich,

on the other hand, first tries to understand human beings and then
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develops a v¡ay to conceive of their rel-ationship to God.

Tillich's theory of religion is a solution to the

philosophical problem that Christianity poses by describing God as

eternal- and transcendent. Barth considers the very at.tempt to solve

the problem to be the basis for an anthropocentic construct rather

than a revealed truth. His understandíng of Protestant Christianity

dictates that one cannot begin to talk about human beings wíthout

first talking about God. Anthropological issues are encompassed by

theology. The primary fact about human beings ís a theologically-

based fact: their existentíaI status in this world is condítioned

by the severance of their original relationship with God. They are

inherently corrupt. Therefore, there is no possibilíty for human

culture to develop from a "more-erring" to a "fess-erring"

knowledge about God. There is no such process of dialectic in whích

real development of our knowledge can occur, resulting in a higher

form of consciousness.

The sphere of religion cannot l-ead to the event of revel-ation:

because it is a human sphere, it stops at the understanding of the

limitation of humanity without going beyond this to the assertion

of a positive truth. "Religrion possesses no solution of the problem

of life; rather it makes of the problem a wholly insoluble enigma.

Religion neither discovers the problem nor solves it: what it does

is to disclose the truth that ít cannot be solved." (L932' p.258)

Barth charges Tillích with using an abstraction to conceive of

the relation between an eternal God and a finite world. The

abstraction is based on a method of reconciling two seemingly

inconsistent propositions so that they are given logical coherence.

However, to develop a concept of God according to a logical system

is to assume that God is included within the sphere of human logic.
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Such a concept of God is l-imited: it can not cal-l human systems of

logic into question. This is where Tillich's God is not as complex

as the biblical God, which is described as having absol-ute freedom.

The Bibl-e describes God as not being subject to human

rationalization. The story of Abraham and fsaac tells of a God

whose demands are completely irrational from a human perspective.

In this story, faith requires the believer's readiness to give up

his rational basis for decision-making in place of his obedience to

God's will. Tillich's God would never requíre such a sacrifice. It

is more consistent with human wilI. The revelation of this more

intelligible God is not as different from the religion whích is

formulated around it. Tillich's conception of revelation as "the

ul-timate answer" ís not particularly revelatory; it is not

confrontational.

The revelation of the bíblical God, which Barth conceives of

as being beyond the 1ímitations of religion, is teleologically

complex. The Bíbl-e conceives of an eternal- God who is Creator,

Reconciler, and Redeemer. Compared with this, TilIich's "ul-timate

answer" to our all too human questions ís a vapid negative

abstraction. Barth, as an Evangelical theologian, could obvíousIy

never take such a concept seriously:

[Perhaps] we cannot be content to make the word ''Godrr our
finalr or perhaps even our basic, term. Far too often this
word is used simply as a pseudonym for the limitation of all
human understanding, whether of self or of the world. Far too
often what is meant by it is something quíte dj-fferent,
namely, the unsubstantial, unprofitable and fundamentally very
tedious magnitude known as transcendence, not as a genuine
counterpart, nor a true other, nor a real outside and beyond'
but as an illusory reflection of human freedom, as its
projection into the vacuum of utter abstraction. (l-961-, p.479)

This quotation is taken from Barth's 1951 (German edition) volume

of Church Dogmatics; therefore Til-l-ich would not have read it when

he wrote the critique which we are dealing with in 1935, but it ís
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not unfair to use it in showing how Barth differed from Tíl-lich.

Certainly Barth discussed this issue many times prior to 1935. He

raised ít in a 1"922 lecture on "The Problem of Ethics Today. " The

subject of this lecture is whether or not one can develop a system

of Christian ethics, but it is also relevant to a discussion of a

system of logic in theology.

For the moment I simply l^Iarn you against taking refuge in
díalectic, for all that it would seem to make for logical
symmetry and completeness. I simply ask whether the process
actually corresponds with reality, Who can transform the No of
the ethical problem in which we find oursefves today ínto a
Yes? Who is bold enough and omniscient enough to resofve our
dífficulty from a height above the Yes and the No? (1"9281
p. 151 )

The importance of adhering to a defínition of God based on

Scripture, rather than on philosophical argument, is that Scripture

contains the description of God's unqualified free will, while any

díversion from Scripture is Iíkely to obscure it. One must remember

that the New Testament describes the story of God's incarnated,

worldly form being crucified by human beings, precisely because it

Ís so confrontatíonal to them.

The concept of a truly free God gives a paradoxical aspect to

Chri-stían faith. Any theory about Christianity which does not

account for God's absolute freedom verges on the assumption that

God's will corresponds to human will. It does not stress the equal

possíbility of hís damnation and redemption, and therefore it loses

sight of the fact that, "From the height of the Pauline diaLectic

this is al-I we really see-- the landscape of an eternal

predestination which stretches out not only toward redemption but

in the opposite direction as well." (1,928' p.178)

Gíven his definition of the limitations of human beings to

arrive at knowledge, Barth can not accept the kind of method which

Tillich devises. According to Barth's view, human beings can only
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receive knowledge from God; they cannot attain it. He considers it

inconsistent with Chrístian dogma that men are able of themsefves

to develop the díalectical process which leads to the knowledge of

the transcendent God. This view is also partly due

of Kant on Barth's understanding of the limitations

consciousness.

to the infl-uence

of human

he would

received.

The possibility of comprehending human possíbility to be' as
such, limited, ís manífestly an altogether unheard of' nel^/
possibility; especially sor if, ín agreement with Kant, w€
deny ourselves every prospect beyond that by which we are
límited. The man who not only criticizes, dísapproves of, and
deplores himself, but is able finally to set his whole beíng
in question and to be appalled at himself (vii,24), is, at any
rate-- not I! If we go on to ask: "Who then?r' "What then?", \^¡e

must be quite cfear that, the moment we have-- even though
carel-essly or half in fun-- asked such questions, there has
already entered within our horizon something radically foreign
to us . (1932, p.27I)

Barth does not accept Tillich's claim that a certain

questioning process can lead to knowledge, because then

have to concede that knowledge is attained rather than

The questions posed by human beíngs which Tillich thinks thínks

"lead to answers[ do not in effect culminate in anything: rather,

they go in circles:

What, then, ís the meaning of my protesting hatred of myself
and my action? It has clearly no further meaning than that an
abyss is discl-osed between myself and-- myself. Can this
real1y be regarded as a satisfactory starting-point for
answering the question: "If God be God, who then am I?" The
EGO which practises what I-- the other EGO-- contemplate with
evident horror, cannot be an EGO capable of surviving the
question. (1932, p.262)

Barth considers pure díalectic, whích Titl-ich is so

enthusiastic about, to be incomparably less val-uable than a

dialectic based on Paul-, because the former requires so little
personal riqor. He warns aqainst the assumption that individuals

have solved the problem of their relation to God. This is why

Scripture is so importantrbecause it describes God's revel-ation as
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confrontation rather than compromise. When the confl-ict between God

and the world is "accepted and embraced, " that ís the "middle way

of compromise and resignation." (1932, p.262) This middle way is to

be avoided, because by it, one does not face the truly paradoxical

aspect of faith.

Barth explains the source of human religiousness not by a

philosophical construct but rather by an expositíon of Christian

dogma. The transformation of our conscíousness by awareness of God

'lhas not taken place in time, but in that eternity which is the

frontier of timer" (t932, p.2721 through the working of the Spirit

and therefore beyond all human processes. Through the Spirit, and

not through some cultural- díalectical process, "men are rel-ated to

theÍr Prima1 Origin and ptaced within its light. t. . .l Comprehended

in the dissolution of the man of this wor1d, whích is reveal-ed in

Jesus as the Christ, hre are established as new men and pass from

death to life. This is the meaning of the words-- in Christ Jesus. "

(1932, p.272)

Barth's theology places the philosophical problem of the

separation between God and the worl-d in the context of the life of

Jesus Christ. His focus on the Incarnatíon allows him to avoid the

kind of philosophical system which Tillich devises, and to develop

a rigorously non-abstract theology. He does away with the elevation

of things of the world and human culture to an abstraction, and he

el-j-minates vague, empty conceptions about God which arise from the

abstractíon of human qualities. He bases his understanding of God

on the accounts of his revelation in the Bible. Barth's oft-cited
rrNOtrr is the jarring reminder of human baseness: it is God's

command.ment that human beings not el-evate themsefves to his level

or forget his unqualified freedom.
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The criticism of both Níebuhr and Tillich can be reduced to

the refusal to recognize God's freedom without qualifying it in

some way. For Tillich, Scripture is part of the basis of his system

of theology, but his system has a certain sel-f-suffíciency: its

logic replaces its complete dependence on Scripture. For Niebuhr, a

system of morals must have an absolute status which is not subject

to being negated through revelation. Each has built into his system

of Christian thought a qualifyer which removes the condition of

whote-hearted acceptance of double predestinatíon for the person of

faith. For them, faith does not require the readiness to call aI1

human thought into question and to subject it to total-

unsubstantiation. Barth insists on thís possibilíty of total-

unsubstantiation through revelation. Because Scripture contains the

accounts of God's revelation, nothing can replace the primacy of

Scripture and of new insights into its meaning.

Barth can do away with qualifying systems because through his

study of Scripture, he is consumed with the ímage of the

Incarnation. Vüithout this consideration, Barth's conception of

Christian faith might seem to lack a positive aspect, or to

overwhelmingly emphaszise the rrNO I " . But ín light of the centrality

of Jesus Christ, Barth's theology, with its emphasis on the

unqualified freedom of God, becomes coherent. The Incarnatíon is

the expression of God's freedom which we know. Therefore, the

emphasis on God's possible condemnation is contained within the

context of God's actual mercy. The primacy of God's mercy makes

possible a deeper appreciation of our paradoxical situation:

"Laughter is the scepticism with regard to the impossible

possibility and enthusíasm for the possible impossibility." (19321

p.344) For Barth, genuine hope emerges out of a rigorous
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deconstruction of human pretension
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